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SUMMARY 
Preparations and resolut ions (into optical isomers) of some high 
symmetry (C^ or D^) TRIE-bidentate amine complexes of coba l t ( I I I ) were 
made. The complex ions studied were A(+)^g-trie-(ethylenediamine) cobalt 
( I I I ) , A(+) 5 g g - t r ie - (^ - l ,2 -propanediamine)coba l tCI I I ) , and A ( + ) 5 g 9 -
tHs-( l ,3-propanediamine) cobalt ( I I I ) . 
The electronic absorption, optical rotatory d ispers ion, and c i rcu­
lar dichroism spectra of the complex ions were obtained. Single crystal 
electronic absorption and ci rcular dichroism spectra were obtained for 
compounds containing the complex ions:. 
The electronic absorption spectra were routinely obtained for de­
termination of concentrations of the so lu t ions . The optical rotatory 
dispersion spectra were obtained primari ly as a test for optical purity 
on the basis of comparison with published optical rotat ion values. 
The resul ts of the s ing le crystal spectral measurements allowed 
unequivocal ident i f icat ion of the component bandss of the c i rcular d i ­
chroism curves. Calculations of the magnitudes of sp l i t t ing of the t r i ­
gonal components of the spectra were made on the basis of the solut ion 
and s ingle crystal c ircular dichroism measurements. The method used for 
the evaluation of the sp l i t t ing i s discussed in Chapter IV . 
Magnitudes of the distor t ions of the complex ions from octahedral 
symmetry were determined from published X-ray work and the resul ts of 
so l i d state nuclear magnetic resonance studies obtained in th is work. 
Qualitative correlations were observed betweeen the distor t ions deter-
V I I I 
MINED B Y X-RAY S T U D I E S AND B Y NMR METHODS. 
THE RESULTS OF THE NMR S T U D I E S WERE EVALUATIONS OF QUADRUPOLE 
COUPLING CONSTANTS AND ASYMMETRY PARAMETERS WHICH G I V E INDICATIONS OF 
ELECTRONIC D I S T O R T I O N S . THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS (WHICH I N ­
DICATE THE MAGNITUDE OF DISTORTION ALONG THE A X I S ) VARIED IN THE 
SAME ORDER AS THE MAGNITUDES OF THE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G OF THE CIRCULAR 
DICHROISM CURVES. THAT I S , THE GREATER THE VALUE OF THE COUPLING CON­
STANT, THE GREATER THE MAGNITUDE OF TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G ( S E E TABLES 4 AND 
7)o THUS, APPARENTLY THE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G I S DUE TO AXIAL D I S T O R ­
T I O N . 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WERE COMPARED WITH PREDICTIONS MADE B Y 
VARIOUS THEORIES OF THE OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y OF COMPLEX I O N S . A THEORY THAT 
WAS QUALITATIVELY CORRECT IN TERMS OF THE RESULTS OF T H I S WORK WAS A 
MOLECULAR ORBITAL MODEL OF K A R I P I D E S AND P I P E R . T H I S THEORY I S D I S ­
CUSSED I N CHAPTER I I . 
THE EMPIRICAL RULE FOR RELATING THE SIGN OF THE LONG WAVELENGTH 
CIRCULAR DICHROISM BAND TO THE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATION WAS FOUND TO HOLD 
IN THE CASES STUDIED H E R E . THAT I S , FOR THE IONS STUDIED H E R E , A A - T Y P E 
ION HAD A P O S I T I V E LONG WAVELENGTH COMPONENT AND A A - T Y P E ION HAD AN NEGA­
T I V E LONG WAVELENGTH COMPONENT. 
IN ADDITION TO THE COMPLEXES MENTIONED ABOVE, THE ION, ( + ) 5 8 G -
t 2 » t 8 - ( T R I E T H Y L E N E T E T R A M I N E ) D I C O B A L T ( I I I ) WAS PREPARED. ELECTRONIC AB­
SORPTION, OPTICAL ROTATORY D I S P E R S I O N , AND CIRCULAR DICHROISM SPECTRA 
OF THIS ION WERE MEASURED. THESE SPECTRA WERE VERY S I M I L A R TO THE 
CORRESPONDING SPECTRA FOR A [ C O ( E N ) ^ ] ^ + . NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE E X ­
PERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED ON SINGLE CRYSTALS OF A NITRATE SALT P F T H I S 
I X 
I O N . T h e NMR DATA INDICATED TWO UNIQUE COBALT NUCLEI IN THIS S A L T . THE 
VALUES OF THE COUPLING CONSTANTS FOR THESE NUCLEI WERE IDENTICAL AND WERE 
OF THE SAME ORDER OF MAGNITUDE AS THE COUPLING CONSTANTS FOR THE OTHER 
IONS STUDIED H E R E . 
1 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1812, Biot (1) discovered that quartz crystals rotate the plane 
of l inearly polarized l igh t , and subsequently found (2) that other sub­
stances (such as the terpenes and the sugars) possessed the same property. 
Biot (3) introduced the concept of spec i f ic rotat ion, namely, 
[a] = a/ldp, (1) 
where a i s the observed rotat ion in degrees, I i s the path length in deci­
meters, d i s the density of the medium and p i s the weight fract ion of 
opt ical ly active substance. 
Fresnel (4) attributed optical rotat ion to the different refrac­
t ive indices for left- and r igh t -c i rcu lar ly polarized l igh t , 
where a i s the rotat ion in radians per unit length, and are, re­
spect ively, the refract ive indices for left- and r igh t -c i rcu lar ly po l ­
arized l i gh t , and X i s the wavelength of the incident l i gh t . 
I f the quantity ni~nr I s not zero at wavelengths where the opt i ­
cal ly active medium i s transparent, then the quantity &i~ep (the di f fer­
ence in extinction coeff icients for left and r igh t -c i rcu la r ly polarized 
l ight) should have a f in i te value at frequencies where s ign i f icant ab­
sorption takes place. This phenomenon i s known as c i rcular dichroism 
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AND WAS OBSERVED B Y HAIDINGER ( 5 ) IN CRYSTALS OF AMETHYST QUARTZ AND B Y 
COTTON ( 6 ) IN SOLUTIONS OF C O P P E R ( I I ) AND CHROMIUM ( I I I ) ( + ) - T A R T R A T E . 
T H I S PHENOMENON BECAME KNOWN AS THE "COTTON E F F E C T , " AND I S MANIFEST B Y 
D I F F E R E N T I A L ABSORPTION OF LEFT AND RIGHT-CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT AND 
B Y THE ANOMALOUS D I S P E R S I O N OF THE OPTICAL ROTATION. 
AN OPTICALLY ACTIVE MEDIUM MAY OWE I T S ROTATORY POWER TO ONE OR 
BOTH OF TWO CAUSES: MOLECULAR DISSYMMETRY (A TERM COINED B Y PASTEUR TO 
D E S C R I B E MOLECULES THAT WERE NONSUPERIMPOSABLE ON THEIR MIRROR IMAGES) 
AND MACROSCOPIC ANISOTROPY WHICH MAY B E DUE TO THE S P A T I A L ARRANGEMENT 
OF THE MOLECULES ( E „ G , , CRYSTAL L A T T I C E ) OR TO THE PRESENCE OF F I E L D S 
( E . G , , THE FARADAY E F F E C T ) . T H I S T H E S I S DEALS WITH COMPOUNDS THAT OWE 
THEIR OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y TO MOLECULAR DISSYMMETRY AND THROUGHOUT THE R E F ­
ERENCE TO OPTICALLY ACTIVE COMPOUNDS WILL I N F E R COMPOUNDS P O S S E S S I N G 
MOLECULAR DISSYMMETRY. 
I N T E R E S T HERE I S CENTERED ON A PARTICULAR FAMILY OF MOLECULES WITH 
HIGH SYMMETRY (Z?^ OR C.£ , NAMELY SOME T H S - B I D E N T A T E AMINE COMPLEXES OF 
C O B A L T ( I I I ) „ THESE COMPLEXES MAY B E CLASSED AS E S S E N T I A L L Y OCTAHEDRAL, 
BUT THEIR IDENTICAL LIGANDS CONSIST OF THREE BIDENTATE GROUPS, RATHER 
THAN S I X IDENTICAL MONODENTATE GROUPS. PARTICULAR COMPLEX IONS OF I N ­
TEREST ARE, [ C O ( E N ) [ C O ( T N ) A N D [ C O ( P N ) W H O S E LIGANDS 
ARE, R E S P E C T I V E L Y , ETHYLENEDIAMINE, 1,3-PROPANED:LAMINE, AND 1 , 2 - P R O P A N E -
DIAMINE. THE PARTICULAR I N T E R E S T I N THESE COMPLEXES A R I S E S BECAUSE THEY 
ARE THE ONLY THREE MEMBERS OF T H I S FAMILY THAT HAVE HAD THE ABSOLUTE CON­
FIGURATIONS OF THEIR OPTICAL ISOMERS E S T A B L I S H E D B Y X - R A Y METHODS. 
THE ABSORPTION BANDS OF TRANSITION-METAL COMPLEXES, WHICH L I E I N 
THE A C C E S S I B L E ULTRAVIOLET AND V I S I B L E WAVELENGTH R E G I O N S , MAY B E ASCRIBED 
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TO EXCITATIONS WITHIN A R E S T R I C T E D GROUP OF d ELECTRONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE CENTRAL ION„ GENERALLY, REGARDLESS OF THE SYMMETRIES OF THE SURROUND­
ING LIGANDS, THEIR I N T E N S I T I E S ARE QUITE LOW. THUS, TO A F I R S T A P P R O X I ­
MATION THE gr^-g SELECTION RULE REMAINS VALID FOR THESE COMPLEXES. WHEN 
I N T E N S I T I E S ARE HIGH, THE BANDS APPARENTLY HAVE THEIR ORIGIN IN CHARGE-
TRANSFER AND MORE COMPLEX T R A N S I T I O N S . 
A
 FOR THE COMPLEXES I N QUESTION, TWO BANDS I N THE E A S I L Y A C C E S S I B L E 
REGION NEED TO B E CONSIDERED, A " T Y P I C A L " ABSORPTION SPECTRUM SHOWING 
THESE TWO BANDS I S SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 . T H I S PARTICULAR SPECTRUM I S FOR AN 
AQUEOUS SOLUTION CONTAINING [ C O ( P N ) 3 ] + + + , BUT THE OTHER COMPLEXES SHOW 
QUITE S I M I L A R S P E C T R A . THE LONGER WAVELENGTH BANDS (AROUND 4 7 0 MY) ARE 
1 1 
ASCRIBED TO THE TRANSITION A~ ± Tlg A N C * T * I E SHORTER WAVELENGTH BANDS 
1 1 
(AROUND 3 4 0 MY) ARE ASCRIBED TO THE TRANSITION A~ Tn . THE MOLAR E X -
lg dg 
TINCTION C O E F F I C I E N T S OF BOTH ARE ALWAYS LESS THAN ABOUT 1 0 0 , SO THEY 
ARE ASSIGNED TO PREDOMINANTLY d+d ELECTRONIC E X C I T A T I O N S . 
THE I D E N T I F I C A T I O N OF THE BANDS WAS MADE ON ENERGETIC GROUNDS. 
I 
CALCULATIONS B Y QRGEL ( 7 ) INDICATE THAT THE T9 STATE SHOULD L I E ABOVE 
dg 
1 1 1 
THE STATE„ OF THE TWO ABSORPTION, BANDS THE X , -*• BAND I S Ig * * lg lg 
1 1 
STRONGLY OPTICALLY ACTIVE WHILE THE ^jg*" T2g ^ A N C ^ * S W E A K L Y OPTICALLY 
A C T I V E . P R I N C I P A L ATTENTION HERE WILL B E GIVEN TO THE STRONGLY ROTATING, 
I 1 
A, + , BAND, 
ig ig' 
IN THE PRESENCE OF A TRIGONAL F I E L D , THE UPPER LEVEL OF EACH OF 1 1 1 1 
THE T R A N S I T I O N S , ^jg^" ^lg anc* ^lg* ^2g' S P L * T S I N T 0 A DOUBLY DEGENE-
1 1 
RATE E AND A NON-DEGENERATE A L E V E L . THE COMPONENT BANDS, Aj+ A^ AND I I 1 1 
A+ E , OF THE A^ •*• T~ TRANSITION ARE F A I R L Y WELL RESOLVED IN THE C I R -1 a' lg lg 3 
CULAR DICHROISM SPECTRA AND ARE OF O P P O S I T E S I G N . 
T 1 1 1 1 1 r 
_l : 1 I I I I U 
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 
Wavelength, Millimicrons 
Figure 1 . Visible Absorption Spectrum of [Co(pn)3]Br3; 
Aqueous Solution 
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THE ORIGIN OF THE OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y E X H I B I T E D B Y COMPLEXES OF T H I S 
TYPE HAS BEEN TREATED IN A NUMBER OF CURRENT THEORIES ( 8 - 1 8 ) , GENERALLY, 
THESE THEORIES HAVE ATTEMPTED TO A S C R I B E THE OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y TO D I S ­
TORTION (NUCLEAR OR ELECTRONIC) OF THE COMPLEX IONS FROM OCTAHEDRAL 
SYMMETRYo SOME OF THE GENERAL FEATURES OF SOME OF THESE, THEORIES WILL 
B E D I S C U S S E D IN CHAPTER I I , BUT GENERALLY, THE GOAL OF THESE THEORIES 
HAS BEEN AN EXPLANATION OF THE S I G N S AND MAGNITUDES OF THE TRIGONAL 
S P L I T T I N G S AND THE OPTICAL A C T I V I T I E S , 
THE PROBLEM OF I D E N T I F I C A T I O N OF COMPONENT BANDS OF THE CIRCULAR 
DICHROISM (CD) SPECTRA MAY B E s o l v e d B Y PROPAGATION OF LIGHT ALONG THE 
P R I N C I P A L ( C ^ ) A X I S OF THE COMPLEX I O N . DUE TO THE SELECTION RULES ( 1 0 ) 
ONLY THE E COMPONENTS ARE E X C I T E D , I F A CRYSTAL CONTAINING THE ION I N 
QUESTION I N A KNOWN ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 
AXES I S AVAILABLE, MEASUREMENT OF THE CD WITH LIGHT PROPAGATION PARALLEL 
TO THE CG A X I S WOULD PROVIDE UNEQUIVOCAL I D E N T I F I C A T I O N OF THE CD BANDS. 
THE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATIONS OF THREE OF THE COMPLEX IONS STUDIED 
H E R E , NAMELY A ( + ) 5 G 9 [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] + + + , A ( + ) 5 G 9 [ C O { ( + ) - - ( P N ) 3 } 6 < S 6 ] + + + , AND 
A ( + ) 5 G Q [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] + + + HAVE BEEN E S T A B L I S H E D B Y X-RAY DIFFRACTION S T U D I E S 
( 1 9 - 2 3 ) ON COMPOUNDS CONTAINING E I T H E R THESE IONS; OR THEIR ENANTIOMORPHS. 
THE USE OF THE SYMBOLS A , A , 6 , AND ( + ) ^ CORRESPONDS TO THE RECOMMEN­
DATIONS OF THE COMMISSION ON THE NOMENCLATURE OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND A P P L I E D CHEMISTRY ( 2 4 ) . FOR EXAMPLE, 
THE A - T Y P E ION PRESENTS A RIGHT-HANDED H E L I X WHEN VIEWED ALONG.THE C^ 
AXIS ( S E E FIGURE 2 ) . THE SYMBOL, ( + ) ^ > REFERS T© THE SENSE OF THE ROTA­
TION AT THE WAVELENGTH, X. 
FROM THE X-RAY S T U D I E S , ORIENTATIONS OF THE COMPLEX IONS WITH 
6 
x 
y 
A - I s o m e r 
F i g u r e 2. T h e O p t i c a l Isomers o f t he 
T r i s-Bidentate Ions 
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respect to crystallographic axes were determined. Also, bond lengths and 
bond angles were determined, and the distortions of the atoms (from octa­
hedral symmetry) were established. That the atomic distortions are not 
necessarily identical to the electronic distortions has been recognized 
(16,18)o Thus, the X-ray work alone is not sufficient to attempt an 
explanation of the optical rotatory power on the basis of distortions 
from octahedral symmetry. 
Radio-frequency spectroscopy.makes available a number of parameters 
that may be used to investigate the electron distribution in molecules. 
These parameters are usually measures of weak interactions occurring be­
tween atomic nuclei having magnetic or electrostatic moments and the 
electrons. Qf those parameters measurable in diamagnetic molecules, the 
best understood is the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling constant. 
The information provided by the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant is 
the magnitude of the deviation of the electric-field^gradient, at the 
nucleus in question, from spherical or cubic symmetry. A second quantity 
of interest is the asymmetry parameter of the nuclear quadrupole coupling 
constant tensor which provides a measure of the deviation of the electric-
field-gradient from axial symmetry. 
A useful method of establishing the electronic asymmetry is by 
"wide-line" (or solid-state) nuclear magnetic resonance. A theoretical 
discussion of this technique is given in Chapter I I . Also given in 
Chapter II are methods of relating experimentally observed resonance 
frequencies to the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling constant and the 
asymmetry parameter and the orientation of the electric-field-gradient 
with respect to the polarizing magnetic field. 
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GENERALLY, T H I S T H E S I S REPORTS THE INVESTIGATION AND I N T E R P R E T A ­
TION OF THE CD SPECTRA OF THE COMPLEX I O N S , A C + ) 5 3 9 [ C ° ( e T i ) > 
A ( + ) 5 G 9 [ C O { ( + ) - ( P N ) 3 } 6 6 6 ] + + + , AND A ( + ) 5 G 9 [ C O ( T N ) ; 5 ] + + + BOTH IN AQUEOUS 
SOLUTION AND IN THE S O L I D S T A T E . IN ADDITION, THE INVESTIGATION OF SOME 
S O L I D COMPOUNDS CONTAINING THESE IONS B Y THE INTERPRETATION OF THEIR 5 9 C O 
RADIO-FREQUENCY ABSORPTION SPECTRA (NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA) 
I S REPORTED. PARTICULARLY, S INGLE CRYSTALS OF { [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 « N A C L « 6 H 2 0 , 
[ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C L 3 - 4 H 2 0 , AND [CO(TN) ] (NG>3) 3 AND A POWDER OF A ( + ) 5 G 9 [ C © { ( + ) -
( P N ) 3 } 6 6 < S ] B R 3 WERE INVESTIGATED B Y USE OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE. 
IN ADDITION TO THE COMPLEX IONS MENTIONED ABOVE, THE ION 
[ C © 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] * ^ + (THE LIGAND I S TRIETHYLENETETRAMINE) WAS S T U D I E D . A P ­
PARENTLY, THERE HAVE BEEN NO REPORTED RESOLUTIONS OF THIS ION INTO O P T I ­
CALLY ACTIVE ISOMERS S I N C E COMPOUNDS CONTAINING THE ION WERE F I R S T R E ­
PORTED B Y BASOLO ( 2 5 ) . A L S O , NO REPORTED CRYSTAL STRUCTURE DETERMINATION 
OF A COMPOUND CONTAINING T H I S ION HAS BEEN FOUND. HOWEVER, BUSCH ( 2 6 ) 
HAS SUGGESTED A STRUCTURE FOR THE ION THAT INVOLVES THE B R I D G I N G OF THREE 
MOLECULES OF THE TETRAFUNCTIONAL LIGAND BETWEEN THE TWO METAL ATOMS I N 
SUCH A WAY THAT EACH LIGAND I S BIDENTATE TOWARD EACH METAL ATOM, SUCH 
A STRUCTURE WOULD PROVIDE THE P O S S I B I L I T Y OF OPTICALLY ACTIVE I S O M E R S . 
THUS, I T WAS OF I N T E R E S T TO ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE ION INTO OPTICAL I S O ­
MERS AND TO INVESTIGATE THE FEATURES OF THE CD CURVE AND THE NMR S P E C ­
TRUM OF COMPOUNDS CONTAINING T H I S ION. , 
THE RESOLUTION OF THIS ION AND MEASUREMENTS OF THE CD AND OPTICAL 
ROTATORY D I S P E R S I O N (ORD) SPECTRA OF T H I S ION I N AQUEOUS SOLUTION ARE R E ­
PORTED H E R E I N . A L S O , 5 9 C O NMR SPECTRA OF T H I S ION IN S INGLE CRYSTALS OF 
[ C © 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] ( N Q 3 ) 6 » 6 H 2 0 ARE REPORTED. 
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CHAPTER I I 
THEORY 
Theories of Optical Activity 
The quantum mechanical expression for optical rotation was derived 
by Rosenfeld ( 2 7 ) . As specified by Rosenfeld (27) and Condon ( 2 8 ) , the 
contribution of an e lectronic t ransi t ion from s ta te a to s ta te b to the 
to ta l rotation i s determined by the rotat ional strength, defined as 
the imaginary part of the scalar product of the e l e c t r i c and the magnetic 
dipole moments associated with the t rans i t ion , 
Eha = Im{(« |P | iO-a> |M|<0}, (3) 
where P and M are> respect ively, the e l e c t r i c and the magnetic dipole 
operators. The magnetic moment operator i s complex, 
M B (-ieh/Awn c)d/d$, ( 4 ) 
where e and are , respect ively, the charge and the mass of the electron, 
h i s Planck's constant, o i s the veloci ty of l igh t , and cj) i s the angle of 
rotation about a given ax i s . The e l e c t r i c moment operator i s r e a l , 
P = « r , (5) 
where r i s a vector defining the position of the electron. 
For a dissymmetric molecule, Huckel (29) has shown that Eq. [3] 
can be simplified to the form, 
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where u g and are, respect ively, the electr ic dipole and magnetic d i ­
pole t rans i t ion moments defined as 
Ve = / (®\?\b)dT ]im = / (fc|M|a)<sZT (7) 
and 0 i s the angle between the directions of the two moments. 
The general relat ion between the rotatory strength and the area 
under the circular dichroism (CD) curves as given by Moff i t t and 
Moscowitz (30) i s , 
3holohnlQ 
R h a
 32?N 
£ - - £ ,. 
- i - £ d V (8) 
where the constants have their usual s ign i f icance, e ^ - £ r i s the differen­
t ia l molar decadic extinction coeff ic ient, i . e . , the difference in the 
molar decadic extinction coeff icients for left and r igh t -c i rcu lar ly 
polarized l ight at the frequency v. For a Gaussian dichroism band, 
Eq. [8] y i e l ds , 
^ = 2 4 . 5 x 1 0 * ^ ) ^ ^ (9) 
0 
where (e^-e ) i s the maximum of the CD curve, v i s the frequency I r max ' * o n / 
at th is maximum, and Av * s t n e hal f-width, i . e . , the width of the 
band at half-maximum dif ferent ial absorption. The resul t ing rotational 
strength, ^ ^ a > wi l l be in c . g . s . un i t s . Thus, the rotat ional strength 
i s related to the CD curve in a fashion s imi lar to the way that the 
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dipole strength, D, is related to the absorption curve, i.e., 
B = 10l U 1 0 / (e/v)iv, (10) 
87T N 
From Eq. [3], the condition for optical rotation is that the imagi­
nary part of the scalar product of the magnetic and electric dipole 
moments be different from zero for the transition a+b. If the molecule 
has second-order symmetry elements, i.e., either a plane or center of 
symmetry or a mirror axis, the scalar product of these two elements 
cannot be different from zero. If any of these symmetry elements exist, 
there are no two states for which the scalar product of the electric and 
magnetic dipole matrix elements does not vanish. 
Several models (8-18) have been advanced for the origin of opti­
cal activity exhibited by dissymmetric transition metal complexes in the 
wavelength region of their absorption bands. It is not the intent here 
to give a detailed derivation of these theoretical models. Instead, it 
is desired to test the predictions of these theoretical models by use 
of the present experimental results. 
The Coupled Oscillator Model 
Kuhn and Bein (8) used a coupled oscillator model for the first 
theoretical treatment of the rotatory dispersion of octahedral tvis-
bidentate complexes. 
The central atom was represented by an isotropic harmonic oscilla­
tor of frequency V Q and the ligands were represented by three linear 
oscillators of frequency (V_2>VC)5 • Introduction of coupling forces 
between the central atom and the ligands and between ligands resulted in 
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six oscillations. Three of these oscillations had characteristic fre­
quencies near and three had characteristic frequencies near v . Two 
of the oscillations near V q were of identical frequency and of symmetry 
type E and one was of symmetry type A, The components of the E oscilla­
tions were polarized perpendicular to the trigonal axis and the A oscil­
lation was polarized parallel to the trigonal axis. The oscillations 
would be optically active and the contribution to the optical activity 
of the A and E oscillations could be of opposite or identical sign. 
For A and E contributions to rotatory strength of identical sign, 
the relation between the absolute configuration of the ion and the pre­
dicted sign of its rotatory strength is unairtbigious. That is, ions of 
the same absolute configuration would have rotatory strengths of the 
same sign. However, if the A and E contributions to rotatory strength 
are of opposite signs, the relation is unambigious only if the observed 
band can be identified. That is, ions of the same absolute configuration 
would have component bands of the same sign, but an identification of 
these component bands would have to be made in order to relate the signs 
of the bands to the absolute configuration. 
The Harmonic Oscillator Model 
Jones and Eyring (9) used the anisotropic,, asymmetric, harmonic 
oscillator model of Condon, Altar, and Eyring (31) to predict absolute 
configurations of optically active molecules from optical rotatory 
dispersion (ORD) data. 
The potential function used was, 
V = 1/2 Kf2 + 1/2 K g 2 + 1/2 K^2 + Axyz (11) 
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where x,y, and z are three orthogonal coordinates. The anistropic condi­
tion is satisfied if K^K^K^, The term in A is what produces the neces­
sary asymmetry. , 
The result of this model was that the rotation is proportional to 
the parameter A, the differences between the frequencies of the transi­
tions in the various directions, and the quantum numbers of the initial 
state• In this model, the sign of the rotation follows the sign of A. 
Jones and Eyring showed that for a A configuration, the rotation would 
be negativee 
This method ascribes a rotatory power of the same sign to the A 
and E components. Also, in the model of Condon,.Altar, and Eyring (31), 
if any two of the electronic transitions directed along the coordinate 
axes of the molecule have the same frequency, as in the case of the de­
generate E component, the rotatory power vanishes. 
The Ionic Model 
Moffitt (10) was the first to attempt an interpretation of the 
optical activity of octahedral trie-bidentate complexes in terms of the 
crystal field theory. An especially important achievement of this treat­
ment was the explanation of the fact that one of the two visible ab­
sorption bands observed in tris-(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) should be 
strongly optically active whereas the second should be only weakly opti­
cally active. For cobalt (111) in an octahedral site, the two bands are 
1 1 1 1 
ascribed to the two transitions, A^ T.. and A~ Tn , in order of lg lg lg 2g* 
1 1 
increasing energy. The transition, ^jg^ ^ 2g ^s m a 2 n e t i c a H y forbidden 
2 
and from Eq. [3] should be optically inactive. The transition, ^jg^ 
2 
T2g> -*-s magnetically allowed and thus could be optically active. In 
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Moffitt's detailed treatment of the optical activity of the first band, 
an error of calculation was made and to the approximation made by Moffitt 
this band is also optically inactive. This error was pointed out by 
Sugano (32), 
Hamer (11), Piper and Karipides (12), Poulet (13), and Shinada 
(14) have taken the basic features of Moffitt's approach and extended 
them. The first three treatments are very similar in that rotatory 
power is introduced through a perturbation of the octahedral field by a 
trigonal potential of odd parity. With this approach, the absorption 
that corresponds to ^^jg^^lg ^s s P ^ ^ t into two overlapping optically 
active absorption bands, i.e., the transitions, *A+*A0 and ^A •J'E . 
l c I a 
In terms of the symmetries of the electronic states in dihedral com­
plexes, the selection rules for the electronic transitions are 
(II ) 
U ) (12) 
(11,1) 
the moments being polarized parallel ( II ) or perpendicular (_|_) to the 
principal (C3) axis of the chelated complex (see Figure 2). Further­
more, these overlapping bands should be of equal magnitude and opposite 
sign in the CD spectrum. 
In the ionic model of Piper and Karipides (12), the assumption was 
made that the 3d orbitals were mixed with the 4p orbitals in the ungerade 
trigonal field. This was the assumption made by Moffitt (10); however, 
Piper and Karipides considered the effect of trigonal splittings, and 
this model gave a net rotation. According to this model, angular dis-
1 5 
TORTIONS GIVE R I S E TO TRIGONAL F I E L D S P L I T T I N G S AND TO NONVANISHING ROTA­
TIONAL STRENGTHS. FOR EXAMPLE, DISTORTION ALONG AXES PARALLEL TO THE z-
A X I S ( S E E FIGURE 2 ) FROM THE POLAR ANGLE I N AN OCTAHEDRON ( 5 4 , 7 ° ) G I V E S 
R I S E TO A NONVANISHING TRIGONAL F I E L D S P L I T T I N G . AZIMUTHAL DISTORTION 
(A TWIST OF THE TRIGONAL PLANES ABOUT THE S - A X I S OF FIGURE 2 ) , ACCORDING 
TO T H I S MODEL, G I V E S R I S E TO A NONVANISHING ROTATIONAL STRENGTH. 
THE S IGN OF THE POTENTIAL I N THE I O N I C MODEL I S DEPENDENT ON THE 
SIGN OF A CONSTANT C O E F F I C I E N T TERM, 
ezffW) ( 3/7) / ( 3 5 / 2 ) E £ « 3 A ein& - ( 1 3 ) 
WHERE z I S THE LIGAND CHARGE, a I S THE POLAR ANGLE (THE ANGLE BETWEEN 
THE CG A X I S OF THE COMPLEX ION AND THE CENTRAL ATOM-LIGATING ATOM D I R E C ­
TION) , AND 6 I S ONE-^HALF THE CHANGE OF THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE FROM THE OCTA­
HEDRAL VALUE OF 6 0 ° . THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE I S THE ANGLE FORMED B Y THE 
PROJECTION OF THE N-CO-N ANGLE OF A CHELATE RING ON THE xy PLANE. <S I S 
DEFINED AS P O S I T I V E FOR CONTRACTION AND NEGATIVE FOR EXPANSION OF THE 
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE FOR A A-MOLECULE AND THE SIGNS ARE REVERSED FOR A A -
MOLECULE. 
THE S I G N OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH OF THE NONDEGENERATE COM­
PONENT DEPENDS ON THE SIGN OF THE CONSTANT PART OF THE P O T E N T I A L . THUS, 
THE S I G N OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH OF THE NONDEGENERATE COMPONENT (A^) 
WILL DEPEND ON THE S I G N OF <5 S I N C E a WILL NOT B E VERY DIFFERENT FROM 
5 4 , 7 ° , IN THE I O N I C MODEL OF P I P E R AND K A R I P I D E S , T H I S S I G N I S DETER­
MINED B Y THE S I G N OF THE QUANTITY, vq/e, WHERE E I S THE NEGATIVE OF THE 
EXCITATION ENERGY FOR THE T R A N S I T I O N , nd-+(n+l)p, q I S TAKEN TO B E THE 
LENGTH OF THE TRANSITION MOMENT, AND D I S A UNIT THAT CONTAINS THE CON-
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stant and radial parts of the trigonal field potential. According to 
Piper and Karipides, V and q will have the same sign. 
Specifically, Piper and Karipides predicted that for a A-type ion 
with azimuthal expansion, the A^ component should be positively rotating. 
Furthermore, if this type ion had an expansion of the polar angle (a com­
pression of the octahedron along the axis) their prediction is that 
the trigonal splitting should be negative,.i„e., v ^ - v ^ O . 
The Molecular Orbital Model 
Two molecular orbital models relating to optical activity will be 
p r e s e n t e d here. The first is the model of Karipides and Piper (15) and 
the second is the model of Liehr (16). 
In the Karipides ancl Piper model, the matrices of the electric 
moment, ep, and of the magnetic moment, (e/2m c):m, for the one-electron 
transition, tr+e, are expressed in terms of empirical parameters> qQ, 
q^t and q^, which are taken to be the lengths of the transition moments. 
The one-electron rotational strengths for a transition in terms of 
these parameters are, 
The dipole strengths of the transitions in terms of these parameters 
are, 
a 
R = 4f2mq^ie2j{7m a) 
(14) 
2 2 D = Aq^e 
D =
 Ifio-^2*2 (15) 
1 
1 7 
THE PARAMETERS, q , q~, AND q0> MAY B E OBTAINED FROM INTEGRATED 
0 1 ii 
BAND I N T E N S I T I E S , 1 ^ AND 1 ^ , OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SOLUTION ABSORPTION 
BANDS, T~ AND 2\g , R E S P E C T I V E L Y , AND HYPOTHETICAL INTEGRATED BAND I N ­
T E N S I T I E S , T AND T , OF ORIENTED MOLECULES IN SOLUTION WITH THE LIGHT 
POLARIZED R E S P E C T I V E L Y , PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR TO THE MOLECULAR 
j 
A X I S . ASSUMPTIONS WERE MADE THAT THE POLARIZATION R A T I O , ^ / ^ » ^ N T F T E 
CRYSTAL WOULD APPLY TO THE SOLUTION AS WELL, AND THAT ALL THE I N T E N S I T Y 
OF THE T^g BAND WAS DUE TO THE E^ COMPONENT. THE RESULTING RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN THE HYPOTHETICAL INTEGRATED BAND I N T E N S I T I E S OF ORIENTED MOLE­
CULES IN solution AND THE experimental solution absorption BANDS ARE, 
W = [ 1 / 3 + 2 / 3 C W ] _ 1 v 
I0(Tlg) * [ 1 / 3 ( 1 , , / ^ ) + 2 / 3 ] " 1 Ilg> ( 1 6 ) 
I (T0 ) = 3 / 2 J C . CR 2gJ 2g 
THE Q ' S WERE THEN RELATED TO THE INTEGRATED BAND I N T E N S I T I E S B Y THE R E ­
LATION, 
WHERE a I S THE ANGLE THAT THE PLANE OF POLARIZATION MAKES WITH THE TRANSI -
2 2 1 2 
TION MOMENT, AND LA? I REPRESENTS qis (.q-q^) , AND (q+q0) FOR THE 
7V71 1 0 a 0 a 
BANDS, A , E^s AND E^t R E S P E C T I V E L Y . ALL OTHER SYMBOLS HAVE T H E I R USUAL 
S I G N I F I C A N C E . 
THE DETERMINATION OF THE SIGN OF R I N CONNECTION WITH THE ABSOLUTE 
CONFIGURATION I S SUMMARIZED I N THE FOLLOWING D I S C U S S I O N . AN INCREASE IN 
THE POLAR ANGLE (FROM 5 4 , 7 ° ) RESULTS I N A NEGATIVE VALUE OF THE TRIGONAL 
S P L I T T I N G , I , E , , V £ > ~ V I 4 < Q * A N ( * A DECREASE IN THE POLAR ANGLE RESULTS I N A 
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P O S I T I V E VALUE OF THE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G . AZIMUTHAL EXPANSION IN A A 
TYPE CONFIGURATION LEADS TO P O S I T I V E q VALUES AND AZIMUTHAL CONTRACTION 
LEADS TO NEGATIVE q VALUES. THUS, AZIMUTHAL EXPANSION COUPLED WITH AN 
INCREASE I N THE POLAR ANGLE RESULTS IN AN A^ COMPONENT OF NEGATIVE R O ­
TATORY POWER AND AN E COMPONENT OF P O S I T I V E ROTATORY POWER. 
LIEHR (16) HAS SUGGESTED A MODEL IN WHICH OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y RESULTS 
FROM A MISMATCH, B Y AN ANGLE OF CANT, A, OF THE METAL AND LIGAND O R B I ­
T A L S . IN T H I S MODEL, THE COORDINATED NITROGEN ATOMS ARE LOCATED ON THE 
REGULAR OCTAHEDRAL A X E S , AND a I S THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE AXES OF THE OVER-
LAPPING o r b i t a l s FROM t h e c e n t r a l AND LIGAND a t o m s . 
L I E H R 1 S E X P R E S S I O N S FOR THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS FOR THE T R A N S I ­
TIONS OF I N T E R E S T HERE ARE 
R = Ar^m 
1 E a 2
^o
+r2)K+m2)> a (18) 
1 R = 0 
'b R - 2 ( V r 2 ) ( V r c 2 ) , 
WHERE 
(19) 
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In Eqs. [19], a is the angle of cant, k and k are, respectively, the 
ligand a bond 2a and 2p-like content, £ and n are ligand-metal o, TT-
mixture parameters, the W s are normalization constants for the indica­
ted orbitals and the quantities are localized ligand-metal inte­
grals which estimate the localized electric transition dipole moment in 
the metal-ligating atom direction. 
The dependence of the rotational strength on the local orbital mis­
match parameter, a , through airm. indicates that as a goes to zero and 
through it, the rotation will likewise go to zero, and after a has passed 
through zero, the rotat ion will re-emerge with unchanged sign. Thus, in 
Liehr's model, the sign of the rotational strengths of the tvia-(diamine) 
complexes should be determined by the chirality (handedness) of the com­
plex and be independent of the angle of cant, a, According to Karipides 1
and Piper's model, the sign of the rotational strength is independent 
of the chirality and determined instead by the displacement of the coor­
dinated atoms from the apices of the regular octahedron. 
McCaffery and Mason (17) have proposed a model in which the metal 
ion transitions acquire a rotational strength by mixing with ligand 
transitions having electric moments directed perpendicular to the planes 
6 
of the chelate rings. They suggested that dihedral d complexes have 
the A configuration if the spin-allowed transition of lowest energy has 
an E component with a positive rotatory power. Their model predicts in­
dependence of the sign of the rotational strength on the N^Co-N bond 
angle. 
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Nuclear Magnetic Dipole and Nuclear Electric 
Quadrupole Interactions in Solids 
The basic theory of nuclear magnetic dipole and nuclear electric 
quadrupole interactions in solids has been treated elsewhere (33-39). 
Emphasis here will be placed on the results of the theory rather than 
a detailed derivation of the theory. 
The principal result of the investigations mentioned above has 
been the derivation of matrix elements of the interactions of a nuclear 
magnetic dipole with a magnetic field and a. nuclear electric 
quadrupole with an electric field. Usually, perturbation techniques 
have been used to relate experimentally observed resonance frequencies 
2 
to the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling constant, e Qq/ht and the 
asymmetry parameter, r\, which describe the shape of the electric field, 
and the orientation of the electric field gradient with respect to the 
external magnetic field. 
Brown (37) and Parker (40) wrote closed expressions that related 
the experimental resonance frequencies and the desired parameters by 
making use of the relationship between the moments of the energy level 
and the coefficients of the secular equation. 
The energy levels, JF\, are expressed in frequency units and the 
reference level from which they are measured is fixed by requiring that 
the sum of the energies be zero, i.e., 
ZF. » 0, t • 1, 2, 3, ... , 2T + 1 (20) 
For example> for I = 7/2, the number of energy levels is eight. 
The energy levels are calculated from the experimental frequency data by 
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( 2 2 ) 
U T I L I Z A T I O N OF E Q . [ 2 0 ] AND THE RELATION BETWEEN THE FREQUENCIES, V . , AND 
THE ENERGY L E V E L S , NAMELY, 
THE V , AND THE F. ARE LABELED I N ORDER OF INCREASING (OR DECREASING) 
MAGNITUDE. THE E X P R E S S I O N S , 
Ft = l/8(-7\)2-6\)2-5\)2-4v4-3\)g-2\)e-\>?)3 
F2 - l/8Nr6v2^f^4-Z^-2^?)a 
Fz = 1/8(\>2 +2v2-5\) -4\>4-3\>£-2v -\>?)* 
F
 4 = l/8(\>2+2\)2+3v2-4\)4-3\)5-2v6-V7)a 
F5 = 1/8(\>2+2\)2+3\>3+4\>4-3\>s-2\>6-\>7) s 
F6 = 1/8(X>2+2X>2+3X>2+4X>4+5X>5-2X>6~\)?)3 
F? = 1/8(V2+2V2+3\)Z+4V4+5V5+6V6-V?), 
FQ = l/8(\>2+2\>2+3y2+4\>4+5\)5+6\)6+7\)7)s 
S A T I S F Y BOTH E Q S . [ 2 0 ] AND [ 2 1 ] . INVERSION OF THE ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM 
DOES NOT ALTER THE V A L I D I T Y OF THE RELATIONS; THUS, THE ABSOLUTE SIGNS 
OF THE F. are AMBIGIOUS AND MAY B E DETERMINED ONLY WITH ADDITIONAL I N -
2 
FORMATION REGARDING THE SIGNS O F yJI AND e @q/h. 
FROM THE EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED F•, THE SECULAR POLYNOMIAL MAY 
B E FORMED A S , 
(F-FJ(F~FJ(F-FJ ... (F-FJ = 0, ( 2 3 ) i & 6 n 
WHERE N = 21 + 1 I S THE M U L T I P L I C I T Y . EQUATION [ 2 3 ] MAY B E WRITTEN AS 
Fn+a1Fn~1+a2Fn~2+azFn~3+« . . +an"@» ( 2 4 ) 
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WHERE, 
w
„ « = "
mv
„
 0 0 8 9
 + l/6[3m£'-I(I+l)'[C, ffijin- o L J 3 
w
„ r,u.n = -l/2[(I-m)(I+m+l)]2/2\> sin 0 
W
m3m+2 = 1/12UI^>(I^1>(I^-l)(lW2)'\1/\c3M 
W = W m+2ym m3m+2 
THE SECULAR DETERMINANT, 
1 ^•, 
a0 •= ZF.F. i<Q (25) 2 % 3 
a3 = -ZFiFSFk i<!><k> 
etc. 
THE STIPULATION THAT i<j<k I S MADE TO AVOID DUPLICATION OF THE SUMS. 
FOR CONVENIENCE THE SUMS OF THE POWERS OF THE ROOTS ARE U S E D , 
S - « IF. = - a , = 03 1 % 1 3 
S0 = ZF2. = -2aOJ (26) 2 % 2* 
S. * ZF3. » -3a,. 
6 1 3 
HIGHER POWERS OF THE F. ARE OMITTED S I N C E S
 3 S 0 3 AND S PROVIDE S U F F I -
% l a v 
CIENT INFORMATION IN MOST C A S E S . 
THE TOTAL INTERACTION ENERGY, W, OF THE NUCLEUS WITH THE SURROUND­
ING MAGNETIC AND E L E C T R I C F I E L D S I S WHERE fir I S THE MAGNETIC D I ­
POLE INTERACTION ENERGY AND \fl I S THE E L E C T R I C QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION 
ENERGY. THE MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR THE TOTAL INTERACTION ENERGY ARE, 
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(~l)n\w..-F$..\ =0, (28) 10 1Q 
ON EXPANSION REDUCES T O , 
Fn+a1Fn'1+a2Fn'h . . . + a n - 0. (29) 
THE C O E F F I C I E N T OF F IN E Q . [29] I S GIVEN B Y THE NEGATIVE OF 
THE SUM OF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE SECULAR DETERMINANT. THEREFORE, 
a = -W = ( V oo8 Q) m + 1/6. CMZr^-Kl+l)}, (30) 
WHERE m = - J , -I+l3 . . . 3 +1. 
WITH THE SUMS EXTENDING OVER ALL ALLOWED VALUES OF m , EQ. [30] 
Y I E L D S , 
a2 = 0, (31) 
AND FROM E Q . [ 2 6 ] , 
IF. = -a, = 0. (32) 
n-2 
THE C O E F F I C I E N T OF F I S GIVEN B Y THE SUM OF THE S E R I E S OF 2 X 2 
MINORS ALONG THE DIAGONAL OF THE SECULAR DETERMINANT. BROWN'S (37) R E ­
SULT FOR T H I S CALCULATION I S , 
a2 = -(l/2){p2C22(l+r\2/3) + p ^ / } . (33) 
THE C O E F F I C I E N T OF F " I S GIVEN B Y THE NEGATIVE OF THE SUM OF 
THE 3 X 3 MINORS ALONG THE DIAGONAL OF THE SECULAR DETERMINANT. BROWN'S 
RESULT FOR T H I S CALCULATION I S , 
a2 = -l/3{p2C32(l-r)2)+3p2\)2oC2(3 a®82Q-li'-nein2Boo8^)}. (34) 
2 4 
INSERTION OF E Q . [ 3 4 ] INTO E Q . [ 2 6 ] Y I E L D S THE RESULTING MOMENT E X P R E S ­
S I O N S , 
Sl = °> 
S£ =p2C23(l+r\2/3) + p2V2Qj ( 3 5 } 
S9 = P 9C3J l-r\2)+3p C V 2 C J 3co82Q-l+r\8in2Qc082<\>) 3 
6 t 6 6 2 0 6 
WHERE P ^ , P ^ , AND P ^ ARE DEFINED A S , 
p2 - 21(1+1) (21+1)/3!t 
p£ = 21(1+1) (2I-I) (21+3)/Z(S!), - ( 3 6 ) 
p2 =. 21(1+1) (21-3) (21-1) (21+1) (21+3) (21+5)/3(7!), 
V Q I S THE LARMOR FREQUENCY, I S THE FREQUENCY INTERVAL BETWEEN PURE 
QUADRUPOLE TRANSITION FREQUENCIES WITH r\ = 0 , I I S THE NUCLEAR S P I N , 
AND THE ANGLES 0 AND cj) ARE THE POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES, R E S P E C T I V E L Y , 
OF THE VECTOR EQ IN THE xyz SYSTEM ( S E E FIGURE 3 ) . 
WHITEHOUSE, RAY, AND ROYER ( 4 1 ) EXTENDED THE RESULTS OF BROWN 
( 3 7 ) AND PARKER ( 4 0 ) SUCH THAT EQ. [ 3 5 ] COULD B E USED IN THE ABSENCE OF 
A KNOWLEDGE OF THE ANGLES 0 AND cj). BY A CONSIDERATION OF FIGURE 3 AND 
B Y APPLICATION OF SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY, THE ANGLES 0 AND cj> MAY B E E X ­
P R E S S E D I N TERMS OF THE ANGLES A , $ , AND 6. 
THE MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR AXES A , bt AND a FORM THE LABORATORY 
COORDINATE SYSTEM WHICH CAN B E RELATED I N SOME KNOWN MANNER TO E I T H E R 
CRYSTAL AXES OR F A C E S . VECTOR OC G I V E S THE DIRECTION OF THE S - P R I N C I P A L 
AXIS OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT (THE <J> DIRECTION) . THE x- AND 
W-AXES DEFINE THE DIRECTIONS, <b AND D> , OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT. 
° xx yy 
A I S THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE & - A X I S AND THE PROJECTION OF THE (J> DIRECTION 
22 
25 
x 
Figure 3. Generalized Coordinate Axis System 
2 6 
ON THE ab PLANE. 3 I S THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE <J) DIRECTION AND I T S PRO-
zz 
J E C T I O N ON THE ab PLANE. 6 I S THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE <J) PROJECTION ON 
zz 
THE ab PLANE AND THE xz PLANE. 
BY STRAIGHTFORWARD MATHEMATICAL MANIPULATION THE E X P R E S S I O N , 
S7 - A^ + A^cosBa + A^8in2<%i ( 3 7 ) 
WHERE 
A2 = F+Gr\{28in2&/(l-oo82$Q082$)-l]+A2i 
A£ = 3/2Goo82$+l/2Gr\(2c©82§8in2$-co84$oo82iUo©82$-28in2§)/ 
(1-O082$O©82&)> 
2 2 2 A^ = -2Gr\8in fcsinSoosS/(l~ao8 &a©8 8)* 
F = pf>(ltf)-a,gy>lb3, ( 3 8 ) 
R E S U L T S . BY REORIENTING THE PRINCIPAL A X I S S Y S T E M , I . E . , B Y ROTATING 
THE CRYSTAL THROUGH AN ANGLE r, A BECOMES A+R (3, 6, A^» A^ AND A7 
ARE UNCHANGED) AND E Q . [ 3 7 ] BECOMES, 
S9 = A* + A„Qos2(oL+r) + Ar,oo82(a+r). ( 3 9 ) 
6 1 & 6 
ROTATION OF THE CRYSTAL ABOUT A SECOND A X I S Y I E L D S A SECOND S E T 
OF VALUES FOR A^ A^.A^ AND a WHICH WHEN COMBINED WITH THE F I R S T S E T 
LOCATES THE S - A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT AND F I X E S THE VALUE OF 
3. S U B S T I T U T I O N OF 3 INTO THE A^ E X P R E S S I O N S ALLOWS THE EVALUATION OF 
C2 (Cz = 3e2Qq/((2I)(2I-l)h)). 
THE RESONANCE FREQUENCIES WERE COMPUTER F I T T E D TO E Q . [ 3 7 ] B Y 
MEANS OF A NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROCEDURE ( 4 2 ) . BECAUSE OF THE COM­
P L E X I T Y OF THE A^ E X P R E S S I O N S , THE CALCULATED VALUES FOR THESE I N T E R -
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mediate parameters were not used to calculate the remaining parameters, 
C , r), and <5, but rather the following procedure was used. The calcu-
o 
lated values of a and $ for each rotation were substituted into Eq. [37], 
and the resulting equation was rearranged and simplified as much as 
possible. The equation was then least squares fitted to the data a sec­
ond time directly in terms of C^, Tl, and 6. 
Whitehouse, Ray, and Royer (41) also gave an expression for 
for a powdered sample. Their expression was, 
p3C33(l-r\2)+3p2v2QC3(r)-l)-S3 = 0 (40) 
Thus, values of the quadrupole coupling constant and the asymmetry 
parameter may be gleaned from observed resonance frequencies in a pow­
dered sample. 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Chemicals 
The following chemicals were obtained as reagent grade, unless 
otherwise specified, and were used without further purification. 
Absolute ethanol 
Acetone 
Aqueous ammonia 
Arsenic(V) oxide 
Catechol 
Cinchonine 
Cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate 
Deionized water 
Ethylenediamine (98%) 
Hydrobromic acid (47-49%) 
Nitric acid 
Potassium hydroxide 
1,2-Propanediamine (90%) 
1,3-Propanediamine (practical) 
Silver nitrate 
Sodium bromide 
Sodium chloride 
Sodium iodide 
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Sodium: nitrate 
^-Tartaric acid 
Triethylenetetramine (technical) 
Conventional abbreviations are used for the amine ligands. These 
abbreviations are 
Ethylenediamine - en 
1,2-Propanediamine - pn 
1,3-Propanediamine - tn 
Triethylenetetramine - trien. 
Preparation and Resolution of Complexes 
Because of the large amount of material required by the nmr ex­
periments, most of the preparations and resolutions were carried out 
several times each. Typical results are described in each case. Per­
centage yields were not determined, and no attempt was made to maximize 
the yields, but most of the yields were good. 
Sodium Tris-(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) Chloride Hexahydrate 
This material was prepared by a method which is a slight modifi­
cation of the one described by Work ( 4 3 ) . Solutions of cobalt(II) chlo­
ride hexahydrate (23.8 g; G.l mol) in 50 ml of water and hydrochloric 
acid (8.7 ml of 12M; 0.1 mol) were mixed in a 250 ml beaker. Ethylene-
diamine (18.4 g; 0.3 mol) was placed in a 250 ml filter flask equipped 
with an air delivery tube. The acidic solution of cobalt(II) chloride 
was slowly added with swirling to the ethylenediamine. Bone charcoal 
(4 g) was added to the reaction vessel and a brisk stream of air was 
pulled first through an aqueous sodium hydroxide solution then through 
3 0 
THE REACTION MIXTURE, AERATION WAS CONTINUED FOR FOUR HOURS. 
THE CHARCOAL WAS REMOVED B Y F I L T R A T I O N AND WAS WASHED SEVERAL 
TIMES WITH HOT WATER (APPROXIMATELY 2 0 0 ML TOTAL VOLUME). THE F I L T R A T E 
AND WASHINGS WERE COMBINED AND CONCENTRATED WITH A VACUUM ROTARY EVAPORA­
TOR OVER B O I L I N G WATER TO ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF THE I N I T I A L VOLUME. AFTER 
COOLING, AN EQUAL VOLUME OF ABSOLUTE ETHANOL WAS ADDED TO THE SOLUTION 
AND THE RESULTING MIXTURE WAS COOLED IN AN I C E - B A T H . ORANGE CRYSTALS 
OF [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C 1 3 » 3 H 2 0 P R E C I P I T A T E D FROM THE SOLUTION. THE CRYSTALS WERE 
COLLECTED ON A BUCHNER FUNNEL AND WERE WASHED WITH ACETONE AND SUCKED 
VERY DRY. 
CONVERSION TO THE MIXED S A L T , { [ C O ( E N ) G J C L G L ^ N A C L ^ H ^ O , WAS E F F E C T ­
ED B Y PREPARING AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION CONTAINING A F I V E TO THREE RATIO B Y 
WEIGHT OF [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 « 3 H 2 0 TO NACL ( 1 9 ) . BY SLOWLY EVAPORATING T H I S 
SOLUTION, CRYSTALS OF THE D E S I R E D SALT WERE OBTAINED. CONFIRMATION OF 
COMPOSITION WAS MADE B Y CHECKING THE WATER CONTENT. WATER WAS DETER­
MINED B Y DEHYDRATION OF THE MATERIAL IN AN OVEN AT 1 1 0 ° C . THE PERCEN­
TAGE OF WATER IN A SAMPLE OF THE MATERIAL WAS 1 2 . 0 P E R CENT AS COMPARED 
TO THE CALCULATED PERCENTAGE OF 1 2 . 6 P E R CENT. 
SODIUM A ( + ) 5 ^ - T v i s - ( E T H Y L E N E D I A M I N E ) C O B A L T ( I I I ) CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE 
THE PROCEDURE USED FOR THE PREPARATION OF T H I S COMPOUND WAS A 
VERY SLIGHT MODIFICATION OF THE PARTIAL ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS FOR P R E ­
PARING A ( + ) [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] I 3 » H 2 0 AS OUTLINED B Y BROOMHEAD, DWYER, AND 
HOGARTH ( 4 4 ) . C O B A L T ( I I ) d-TARTRATE WAS PREPARED B Y COMBINING EQUIMOLAR 
MIXTURES OF C O B A L T ( I I ) SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE AND SODIUM D-TARTRATE EACH 
IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION. ETHYLENEDIAMINE ( 2 0 . 4 ML OF 8 8 . 6 % ; 0 . 3 MOL) WAS 
PLACED I N A 5 0 0 ML F I L T E R FLASK F I T T E D WITH A RUBBER STOPPER AND A WIDE 
3 1 
GLASS TUBE FOR ENTRY OF A I R . AFTER DILUTION WITH WATER ( 5 0 ML) AND ETH­
ANOL ( 3 0 M L ) , THE MIXTURE WAS COOLED I N I C E . HYDROCHLORIC ACID ( 1 0 ML 
OF 10M; 0 . 1 ML) WAS ADDED SLOWLY WITH S T I R R I N G , AND THE SOLUTION WAS 
COOLED TO 4 TO 8 ° C IN AN I C E BATH. THE C O B A L T ( I I ) ^ -TARTRATE ( 2 0 . 7 G ; 
0 . 1 MOL) WAS ADDED SLOWLY WITH S T I R R I N G . ANIMAL CHARCOAL ( 4 G) WAS 
ADDED AND A STREAM OF AIR PULLED THROUGH FOR 2 HOURS. 
THE PRODUCT, WHICH WAS MIXED WITH CHARCOAL, WAS F I L T E R E D OFF AND 
WASHED WITH 4 0 PER CENT ETHANOL ( 6 0 ML) AND THE WASHINGS WERE DISCARDED. 
THE DIASTEREOISOMER, A ( + ) 5 G 9 [ C O ( E N ) ^ ] C 1 ( < 2 - T A R T ) , WAS EXTRACTED WITH SUC­
C E S S I V E PORTIONS OF HOT WATER ( 6 0 ° C ) . THE EXTRACT WAS CONCENTRATED B Y 
EVAPORATION TO A VOLUME O F . 5 0 ML, AND ON COOLING IN I C E , THE PURE D I A S T E R ­
EOISOMER P R E C I P I T A T E D * CONVERSION TO A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] I 3 * H 2 0 WAS EFFECTED B Y 
S T I R R I N G WITH 3 5 G OF SODIUM I O D I D E DISSOLVED I N 5 0 ML OF WATER. 
THE ONLY DIFFERENCES TO THE FOREGOING PROCEDURE AND T H I S WORK WERE 
THAT C O B A L T ( I I ) CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE WAS S U B S T I T U T E D FOR C O B A L T ( I I ) S U L ­
FATE HEPTAHYDRATE, 9 8 PER CENT ETHYLENEDIAMINE WAS USED INSTEAD OF 8 8 . 6 
P E R CENT, AND THE I O D I D E SALT WAS CONVERTED TO THE CHLORIDE S A L T . CON­
VERSION OF A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] I 3 » H 2 0 TO A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C 1 3 « 3 H 2 0 WAS ACCOMPLISHED B Y 
S T I R R I N G AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE IODIDE SALT WITH AN EXCESS OF S I L V E R 
CHLORIDE. THE EXCESS S I L V E R CHLORIDE AND THE S I L V E R IODIDE WERE REMOVED 
B Y F I L T R A T I O N . THE CHLORIDE SALT WAS THEN P R E C I P I T A T E D FROM THE SOLU­
TION B Y ADDITION OF AN EQUAL VOLUME OF ETHANOL FOLLOWED B Y COOLING IN 
AN I C E BATH. THE CHLORIDE SALT THUS OBTAINED WAS CONVERTED TO THE MIXED 
SALT { A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 - N A C L - 6 H 2 0 , AS I N THE PREVIOUS S Y N T H E S I S . THE 
S P E C I F I C ROTATION OF THE IODIDE SALT AT 5 8 9 MY WAS DETERMINED TO B E + 9 0 ° 
WHICH I S IDENTICAL TO THE REFERENCE VALUE ( 4 4 ) . 
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y3?-£g-(l,3-propanediamine)cobalt(III) Chloride (45) 
A solution of cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate (48 g; 0.2 mol) in 
approximately 200 ml of water was added to 1,3-propanediamine (45 g; 
0.61 mol) contained in a filter flask equipped with a glass air delivery 
tube. Hydrochloric acid (17 ml of 12M; 0.2 mol) was slowly added to the 
resulting solution. Ten grams of bone charcoal was added to the partially 
neutralized solution. The cobalt was oxidized by pulling a brisk, stream 
of air first through an aqueous sodium hydroxide solution and then 
through the reaction mixture. Aeration time was approximately eight hours. 
The charcoal was removed by filtration and washed with water. /The 
filtrate and washings were combined and the solution was concentrated with 
a vacuum rotary evaporator.over boiling water to about one-third of the 
initial volume, then 30 ml of 12M hydrochloric acid was added. After 
cooling, an equal volume of absolute ethanol was added to induce preci­
pitation. The pink salt that formed was collected on filter paper and 
was recrystallized from water by addition of absolute ethanol, collected 
on filter paper, and washed with acetone. This salt appeared to be anhy­
drous, since no weight loss was observed on heating at 110°C for several 
days. Conversion to the bromide or nitrate salts was accomplished by 
addition of hydrobromic acid or nitric acid, respectively, to aqueous 
solutions of the chloride salt. The nitrate salt appeared to be anhy­
drous, since no weight loss on heating to 110°C was observed. The bro­
mide salt had a water content corresponding to the monohydrate, 
[Co(tn)3]Br3°H20 (3.41 per cent compared to 3.34 per cent theoretical). 
In each case, evaporation of the solution followed by cooling in an ice 
bath resulted in formation of the desired salt. 
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A(+)5gg-Tris- (1,3 -PROPANEDIAMINE)COBALT(III) CHLORIDE 
THE RACEMIC S A L T , [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C 1 3 , WAS PREPARED I N THE PREVIOUS 
S Y N T H E S I S . AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION o f THIS SALT WAS PREPARED AND TO T H I S 
SOLUTION WAS ADDED AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE POTASSIUM SALT OF THE levo 
COMPLEX ANION OF A R S E N I C ( V ) WITH CATECHOL (POTASSIUM Z--TZ*£S-CATECHOLATOAR-
S E N A T E ( V ) ) . T H I S SALT WAS PREPARED B Y THE METHOD OF RYSCHKEWITSCH AND 
GARRETT ( 4 6 ) . THE MOLAR RATIO OF THE COBALT s a l t TO THE COMPLEX ANION 
WAS ONE TO ONE AND ONE-HALF. A P R E C I P I T A T E FORMED WHICH WAS COLLECTED 
ON A S INTERED GLASS F I L T E R . THE S O L I D WAS TREATED WITH CONCENTRATED 
(12M) h y d r o c h l o r i c ACID (25 ML) a n d T H I S t r e a t m e n t Y I E L D E D A s o l u t i o n o f 
A ( + ) 3 G G [CO(TN) AND THE RACEMIZED A R S E N I C ( V ) CATECHOL COMPLEX. 1 THE 
SOLUTION WAS F I L T E R E D THROUGH THE S I N T E R E D GLASS F I L T E R . 
ON CONCENTRATION B Y EVAPORATION UNDER VACUUM OVER A B O I L I N G WATER 
BATH FOLLOWED B Y COOLING AND ADDITION OF ACETONE THE SALT A ( + ) [ C o ( T N ) ^ ] 
C L 3 , P R E C I P I T A T E D . THE RACEMIZED SALT OF THE A R S E N I C ( V ) CATECHOL COM­
PLEX REMAINED IN SOLUTION. 
P U R I F I C A T I O N OF THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE COBALT SALT WAS ACCOMPLISHED 
B Y REPEATED RECRYSTALLIZATION o f THE SALT UNTIL A CONSTANT S P E C I F I C ROTA­
TION WAS OBTAINED. F I V E RECRYSTALLIZATIONS WERE FOUND TO B E S U F F I C I E N T . 
THE ONLY OTHER REPORTED RESOLUTION OF T H I S COMPLEX ION WAS PERFORMED B Y 
WOLDBYE (47) USING NITRO d--CAMPHOR. THE MOLECULAR ROTATION AT 5 8 9 MY 
WAS 360° AS COMPARED TO =360° AS REPORTED B Y WOLDBYE ( 4 8 ) . WOLDBYE (48) 
HAS ALSO MEASURED THE SOLUTION ORD AND CD OF T H I S I O N . 
THE BROMIDE AND NITRATE SALTS OF THIS ION WERE PREPARED AS IN THE 
PREVIOUS S Y N T H E S I S . 
3 4 
d-1,2-PROPANEDIAMINE 
RACEMIC 1 ,2-PROPANEDIAMINE WAS RESOLVED ACCORDING TO THE METHOD 
DESCRIBED B Y DWYER, GARVAN, AND SHULMAN ( 4 9 ) . RACEMIC 1 , 2 - P R O P A N E D I A ­
MINE ( 2 6 0 G ; 3 . 5 1 MOL) WAS SLOWLY ADDED WITH S T I R R I N G TO A SOLUTION OF 
D-TARTARIC ACID ( 7 0 0 G; 4 . 6 7 M O P IN COLD WATER ( 7 5 0 M L ) . THE MIXTURE 
WAS COOLED SLOWLY TO ABOUT 2 5 ° C AND WAS THEN RAPIDLY COOLED IN AN I C E 
BATH TO ABOUT 4 ° C . THE CRYSTALLINE DIASTEREOISOMER THAT FORMED WAS R E ­
MOVED B Y FILTRATION ON A BUCHNER FUNNEL AND WAS WASHED WITH I C E WATER. 
THE F I L T R A T E AND WASHINGS WERE COMBINED AND GLACIAL ACETIC ACID WAS 
ADDED. ON STANDING OVERNIGHT, MORE CRYSTALS WERE OBTAINED. THESE CRY­
STALS WERE REMOVED B Y FILTRATION AS B E F O R E . 
THE F I L T R A T E WAS EVAPORATED IN AN EVAPORATING DISH ON A B O I L I N G 
WATER BATH, A THICK SYRUP WAS LEFT WHICH WAS PLACED IN A T W O - L I T E R 
THREE-NECKED FLASK. SODIUM HYDROXIDE P E L L E T S WERE ADDED IN LARGE E X ­
C E S S . THE MIXTURE WAS D I S T I L L E D B Y HEATING AND PULLING A STREAM OF A I R 
THROUGH THE MIXTURE FOR AGITATION. THE D I S T I L L A T E CONTAINED APPROXIMATE 
LY 1 3 0 G OF THE decctro ISOMER OF THE 1 ,2 -PROPANEDIAMINE. THE S P E C I F I C 
ROTATION AT 5 8 9 MY WAS + 3 4 ° . 
A(+) 5^-Tris-jd- l ,2-PROPANEDIAMINE)COBALT(III) BROMIDE 
THE D I S T I L L E D d-1,2-PROPANEDIAMINE ( 1 3 0 G) WAS PARTIALLY NEU­
TRALIZED WITH 12M HYDROCHLORIC ACID ( 1 8 . 5 ML OF 12M) AND TRANSFERRED TO 
A O N E - L I T E R FLASK. C O B A L T ( I I ) ^ - T A R T R A T E ( 4 6 G) WAS ADDED SLOWLY WITH 
S T I R R I N G TO THE AMINE SOLUTION. CHARCOAL ( 1 2 G) WAS ADDED TO THIS M I X ­
TURE AND A B R I S K CURRENT OF AIR WAS PULLED F I R S T THROUGH AN AQUEOUS S O ­
DIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION AND THEN THROUGH THE REACTION M I X T U R E . AERATION 
TIME WAS FOR TWENTY-FOUR HOURS. THE CHARCOAL WAS F I L T E R E D FROM THE SOLU 
3 5 
TION a n d WASHED WITH HOT WATER ( 1 0 0 M L ) . THE F I L T R A T E AND WASHINGS WERE 
COMBINED AND EVAPORATED TO APPROXIMATELY 2 0 0 ML ON A B O I L I N G WATER BATH. 
THE SOLUTION WAS COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE AND ABSOLUTE ETHANOL ( 2 5 0 ML) 
WAS ADDED. A RED OIL FORMED om COOLING I N AN I C E BATH AND T H I S O I L WAS 
ISOLATED B Y DECANTING THE LESS VISCOUS MATERIAL FROM THE O I L . C R Y S T A L L I ­
ZATION WAS EFFECTED B Y ADDING ABSOLUTE ETHANOL TO THE O I L . A GOOD Y I E L D 
OF PURE A ( + ) 5 8 9 [ C O { ( + ) - ( P N ) 3 } 6 6 6 ] C L ( c f - T A R T ) ' 3 H 2 0 WAS OBTAINED. CONVER­
SION TO THE I O D I D E SALT WAS EFFECTED B Y TREATING A SOLUTION OF THE MIXED 
CHLORIDE d~TARTRATE ( 5 G I N 2 0 ML OF WATER) WITH AQUEOUS AMMONIA ( 0 . 2 ML 
OF 15M) AND ADDING AN a q u e o u s SOLUTION OF SODIUM I O D I D E . UPON c o o l i n g , 
CRYSTALS OF A [ C O ( c £ - P N ) y 3 • 3 ^ 0 P R E C I P I T A T E D FROM THE SOLUTION. THE 
S P E C I F I C ROTATION AT 5 4 6 MY WAS + 1 8 4 ° AND WAS IDENTICAL TO THE REFERENCE 
VALUE ( 4 9 ) . 
CONVERSION TO THE CHLORIDE OR BROMIDE SALTS WAS ACCOMPLISHED B Y 
S T I R R I N G WITH S I L V E R CHLORIDE OR S I L V E R BROMIDE, R E S P E C T I V E L Y . THE B R O ­
MIDE SALT WAS ANALYZED FOR WATER CONTENT AND WAS FOUND TO B E ANHYDROUS. 
A SMALLER QUANTITY OF THE SALT A[CO(C?-PN)
 3 ] B R 3 WAS PREPARED B Y A 
SECOND METHOD. IWASAKI AND S A I T O ( 2 2 ) REPORTED THE PREPARATION OF 
A [ C O ( Z - P N ) T^>Ty THE ENANTIOMORPH; OF THIS COMPOUND WAS PREPARED IN A 
S I M I L A R FASHION. D I S T I L L E D <I -L ,2 -PROPANEDIAMINE ( 5 . 5 G ) , PREPARED AS 
ABOVE, WAS HEATED WITH 5 . 0 G OF CHLOROPURPUREO-SALT, [ C O ( N H G ) G C L J C L ^ , 
UNTIL EVOLUTION OF AMMONIA CEASED. THE REACTION MIXTURE WAS DISSOLVED 
IN A MINIMUM AMOUNT OF WATER AND HYDROBROMIC ACID WAS ADDED IN E X C E S S . 
ON COOLING THE RESULTING SOLUTION I N AN I C E BATH, CRYSTALS OF 
A [ C O ( < I - P N ) - ] B R - WERE P R E C I P I T A T E D . 
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r2?IA-(TRIETHYLENETETRAMINE)DLCOBALT(III) NITRATE HEXAHYDRATE 
BASOLO (25) REPORTED THE PREPARATION OF [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) ^ C l ^ AND 
[ C o ^ T R I E N ) 3 ] 1 ^ . A SOLUTION OF TRIETHYLENETETRAMLNE (75 G; 0.5 MOL) IN 
5 2 5 ML OF WATER WAS ADDED, WITH S T I R R I N G , TO A SOLUTION OF COBALT(II) 
CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE (160 G ; 0.67 MOL) I N 500 ML OF WATER. THE MIXTURE 
WAS PLACED IN A TWO-LITER F I L T E R FLASK EQUIPPED WITH A GLASS DELIVERY 
TUBE FOR ENTRY OF A I R , AND A VIGOROUS STREAM OF A I R WAS PULLED F I R S T 
THROUGH AN AQUEOUS SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION AND THEN THROUGH THE R E ­
ACTION M I X T U R E . AERATION WAS CONTINUED FOR ABOUT TWELVE HOURS. CONCEN­
TRATED h y d r o c h l o r i c ACID (350 ML OF 12M) WAS ADDED, a n d THE s o l u t i o n w a s 
CONCENTRATED B Y A ROTARY VACUUM EVAPORATOR OVER BOILING WATER TO A VOL­
UME OF ABOUT 400 ML AND COOLED WHEREUPON A B L U I S H - P U R P L E CRYSTALLINE 
PRODUCT FORMED. THE P R E C I P I T A T E WAS COLLECTED o n A BUCHNER FUNNEL AND 
WASHED S U C C E S S I V E L Y WITH COLD WATER, ABSOLUTE ETHANOL, AND ETHER. THE 
S A L T , CIS-DICHLOROTRIETHYLENETETRAMINECOBALT(DL) CHLORIDE, WAS DRIED IN 
AN OVEN AT 1 1 0 ° C . 
TWENTY GRAMS (0.064 MOL) OF THE MATERIAL PREPARED AS ABOVE AND 
9.6 G (0.065 MOL) OF TRIETHYLENETETRAMINE, AND 300 ML OF ABSOLUTE ETHANOL 
WERE PLACED IN A TWO-LITER THREE-NECKED FLASK EQUIPPED WITH A MECHANICAL 
S T I R R E R AND REFLUX CONDENSER. THE MIXTURE WAS ALLOWED TO REFLUX WITH 
VIGOROUS S T I R R I N G FOR EIGHT HOURS. THE MIXTURE WAS THEN F I L T E R E D HOT, 
AND THE ORANGE P R E C I P I T A T E ( [ C o 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] C 1 ^ ) THAT WAS COLLECTED WAS 
WASHED WITH ABSOLUTE ETHANOL AND THEN ETHER. UNLESS THIS P R E S C R I B E D 
F I L T E R I N G AND WASHING PROCEDURE WAS FOLLOWED, A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF 
EXCESS AMINE REMAINED IN THE P R E C I P I T A T E . 
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CONVERSION TO THE NITRATE SALT WAS ACCOMPLISHED B Y ADDITION OF 
AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF SODIUM NITRATE TO AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF 
[ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] C 1 6 . GOOD Y I E L D S OF [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) ] ( N O ^ ^ ^ O WERE OBTAINED 
B Y T H I S METHOD. CONFIRMATION OF COMPOSITION WAS MADE B Y CHECKING THE 
WATER CONTENT. A SAMPLE OF THE NITRATE SALT CONTAINED 1 0 . 1 1 PER CENT 
WATER* COMPARED TO THE CALCULATED AMOUNT OF 1 0 . 4 3 PER CENT FOR THE HEXA­
HYDRATE. T H I S SALT WAS NOT STABLE WHEN LEFT IN A I R , AS I T APPEARED TO 
DEHYDRATE. 
( + ) G G G - F F R I E ( T R I E T H Y L E N E T E T R A M I N E ) D I C O B A L T ( I I I ) CHLORIDE 
THE RACEMIC SALT OF THIS COMPOUND WAS PREPARED I N THE PREVIOUS SYN­
T H E S I S . AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF T H I S SALT WAS PREPARED AND T O , T H I S SOLU­
TION WAS ADDED AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF POTASSIUM Z--TRIE-CATECHOLATOARSE-
N A T E ( V ) . IN THE F I R S T ATTEMPT AT RESOLUTION B Y T H I S METHOD, THE MOLAR 
RATIO OF THE COBALT SALT TO THE COMPLEX ANION WAS ONE TO THREE. HOWEVER> 
T H I S MUCH ANION P R E C I P I T A T E D ALL THE COBALT FROM THE SOLUTION. IN THE 
SUBSEQUENT P R E C I P I T A T I O N S , THE COMPLEX ANION SOLUTION WAS ADDED DROP-
W I S E WITH CARE BEING TAKEN TO PREVENT P R E C I P I T A T I O N OF ALL OF THE CO­
B A L T . THE P R E C I P I T A T E THAT FORMED WAS COLLECTED ON A S INTERED GLASS F I L ­
T E R , WASHED WITH WATER, AND FINALLY TREATED WITH 2 5 ML OF CONCENTRATED 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID ( 1 2 M ) . T H I S TREATMENT Y I E L D E D ( + ) 5 G G - [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) ^ + 
AND THE RACEMIC ARSENIC(V)-CATECHOL COMPLEX I N SOLUTION. THE SOLUTION 
WAS F I L T E R E D THROUGH THE SINTERED GLASS F I L T E R . ON CONCENTRATION B Y 
EVAPORATION UNDER VACUUM ON A B O I L I N G WATER BATH FOLLOWED B Y ADDITION 
OF ACETONE, THE S A L T , ( + )
 5 G G [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) ^ C L ^ . , P R E C I P I T A T E D . THE RACEMIZED 
SALT OF THE ARSENIC(V)-CATECHOL COMPLEX ANION REMAINED I N . S O L U T I O N . P U R I ­
FICATION OF THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE MATERIAL WAS ACCOMPLISHED B Y R E C Y R S -
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TALLIZING FOUR OR F I V E TIMES FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION. NO PREVIOUS REPORTS 
FOR THE RESOLUTION OF THIS SALT HAVE BEEN FOUND. THE MOLECULAR ROTATION 
OF C + ) 5 G Q [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] C L 6 A T 5 4 6 MY WAS + 4 4 3 ° . 
OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS 
ALL THE OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED AT 2 5 ± 1 ° C . 
SOLUTION SPECTRA 
THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA PRESENTED HEREIN WERE OBTAINED B Y E I T H E R 
A BECKMAN D K - 1 RECORDING SPECTROPHOTOMETER OR A JAPAN SPECTROSCOPIC C O . , 
L T D . 0 R D / U V - 5 SPECTROMETER, AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE TWO INSTRUMENTS WAS 
EXCELLENT. MATCHED QUARTZ CUVETTES WERE CONSISTENTLY USED IN THESE E X ­
PERIMENTS , 
THE ORD AND CD DATA PRESENTED HEREIN WERE OBTAINED B Y USE OF A 
JAPAN SPECTROSCOPIC C O . , LTD, ORD/UV-5 SPECTROMETER. A S T R A I N - F R E E 
QUARTZ CUVETTE WAS USED FOR THE SOLUTION ORD AND CD MEASUREMENTS. A 
STANDARD CAMPHOR SULFONIC ACID SOLUTION WAS USED TO CALIBRATE THE I N ­
STRUMENT 0 
ROUTINE CHECKS OF OPTICAL ROTATION WERE MADE WITH A B E N D I X -
ERICSSON AUTOMATIC POLARIMETER, T Y P E 1 4 3 A . THE CELL USED FOR THESE 
MEASUREMENTS WAS AN ALL PYREX GLASS CELL EQUIPPED WITH A JACKET TO ALLOW 
CONTROL OF TEMPERATURE IN THE C E L L . THE PATH LENGTH OF THE CELL WAS 
4 . 8 7 CM AND THE VOLUME OF THE CELL WAS 7 . 3 5 ML. 
S I N G L E CRYSTAL SPECTRA 
S I N G L E CRYSTAL ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION AND CD SPECTRA WERE OBTAINED f 
FOR COMPOUNDS CONTAINING EACH OF THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE COBALT COMPLEX 
6 + 
IONS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ( + ) < - R Q [ C O / T R I E N ) 
3 9 
APPARENTLY, NO STRUCTURE OF A COMPOUND CONTAINING T H I S ION HAS BEEN D E ­
TERMINED. THUS, NO S I N G L E CRYSTAL SPECTRA WERE MEASURED S I N C E THE ORIEN­
TATION OF THE ION WITH RESPECT TO THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AXES WAS NEEDED 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN MEANINGFUL DATA. 
THE COMPOUNDS THAT GAVE S U I T A B L E CRYSTALS FOR T H I S STUDY WERE 
{ A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 ° N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 , A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C 1 3 « 4 H 2 0 , AND A [ C O ( D - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 < 
THE HABITS OF THESE CRYSTALS ARE SHOWN I N FIGURE 4 . 
CRYSTALS OF { A [ C O ( E N ) ^ C L ^ ^ N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 WERE READILY OBTAINED B Y 
SLOW EVAPORATION FROM AN OPEN BEAKER OF AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THIS S A L T . 
The crystals thus obtained were very well formed and of a su i table thick­
NESS AND CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA FOR THE OPTICAL E X P E R I M E N T S . THE CRYSTALS 
THAT WERE SELECTED WERE HEXAGONAL P L A T E S , THE FACES OF WHICH WERE P E R P E N ­
DICULAR TO THE <3-AXIS OF THE CRYSTAL. 
CRYSTALS OF A [ C O ( D - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 WERE EXTREMELY D I F F I C U L T TO OBTAIN. 
SLOW EVAPORATION OF THE AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE SALT FROM AN OPEN BEAKER 
RESULTED I N FORMATION OF VERY F I N E L Y D I V I D E D CRYSTALS OF TOO SMALL A S I Z E 
FOR USE IN THE OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS. THE B E S T METHOD FOUND WAS TO SLOWLY 
EVAPORATE AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE SALT FROM AN OPEN T U B E . THE ACTUAL 
TUBE S I Z E WAS 1 4 MM OUTSIDE DIAMETER B Y 3 0 CM LONG. THE TUBE WAS F I L L E D 
WITH AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE SALT AND THEN PLACED IN A CONSTANT TEMP­
ERATURE BOX AT 3 5 ° C . AFTER ABOUT THREE WEEKS, USABLE CRYSTALS HAD FORMED 
ON THE WALLS OF THE T U B E . THESE CRYSTALS HAD THE SAME HABIT AS THE C R Y S ­
TALS OF { A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 S N A C L « 6 H 2 0 , NAMELY HEXAGONAL P R I S M A T I C . 
CRYSTALS OF A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C 1 3 ° 4 H 2 0 WERE OBTAINED B Y CRYSTALLIZATION 
OF THE SALT FROM AN ETHANOL-WATER M I X T U R E . THE WATER CONTENT WAS DETER­
MINED B Y DEHYDRATION AT 1 1 0 ° C , AND THE EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED WATER 
4 0 
< 
a 
{ A [ C o ( e n ) 3 ] C . l 3 } 2 « N a C l - 6 H 2 0 
A [ C o ( d - p n ) 3 ] B r 3 
a 
A [ C o ( t n ) 3 ] C l 3 - 4 H 2 0 
F i g u r e 4. H a b i t s o f C r y s t a l s 
U s e d in S i n g l e C r y s t a l 
C i r c u l a r D i c h r o i s m E x p e r i m e n t s 
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CONTENT ( 1 6 , 6 P E R CENT) CORRESPONDS TO THE TETRAHYDRATE ( 1 5 . 7 P E R C E N T ) . 
T H I S SALT WAS E S P E C I A L L Y UNSTABLE WITH RESPECT TO DEHYDRATION AND APPEARED 
TO DEHYDRATE WHEN EXPOSED TO THE ATMOSPHERE. THUS, THE CRYSTALS USED 
IN THE EXPERIMENTS WERE ALWAYS QUICKLY COATED WITH MINERAL O I L AFTER R E ­
MOVAL FROM THE P R E C I P I T A T I N G MEDIUM. THE HABIT OF THE CRYSTAL THUS O B ­
TAINED I S SHOWN IN FIGURE 4 , THE CRYSTALS OBTAINED FOR USE IN THE OPTICAL 
EXPERIMENTS WERE RHOMBIC P L A T E S , THE FACES OF THE PLATES BEING PERPENDICU­
LAR TO THE FR-AXIS OF THE CRYSTAL. 
THE MOUNT FOR THE CRYSTALS CONSISTED OF A CYLINDER OF ALUMINUM 
( 0 . 8 6 5 IN diameter B Y 1 I N long) WITH A concentric hole bored p a r a l l e l 
TO THE CYLINDRICAL A X I S . T H I S MOUNT WAS USED BECAUSE I T COULD B E F I T T E D 
SNUGLY INTO THE INSTRUMENT USED FOR THE CD MEASUREMENTS. A L S O , THE 
MOUNT PERMITTED DUPLICATE EXPERIMENTS TO B E PERFORMED WITH ASSURANCE OF 
IDENTICAL P O S I T I O N I N G OF THE CRYSTAL. A GLASS D I S K WAS A F F I X E D TO THE 
ALUMINUM CYLINDER. A CRYSTAL OF EACH COMPOUND TO B E STUDIED WAS PLACED 
IN TURN ON THE GLASS D I S K AND SECURED B Y MEANS OF SCOTCH NO. 3 3 VINYL 
P L A S T I C ELECTRICAL T Y P E , IN EACH C A S E , THE CRYSTAL WAS MOUNTED SUCH THAT 
THE P R I S M A T I C FACE WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION OF 
LIGHT, CARE WAS TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT ALL OF THE LIGHT PASSED THROUGH THE 
SAMPLE. EACH CRYSTAL WAS THEN COATED WITH MINERAL O I L TO PREVENT DEHY­
DRATION. 
IN OBTAINING THE V I S I B L E ABSORPTION S P E C T R A , AN IDENTICAL CELL 
WAS PLACED IN THE REFERENCE BEAM. BASE LINES USING THE ABOVE MENTIONED 
CELLS WERE ALWAYS DETERMINED. NO S I G N I F I C A N T CHANGE IN B A S E LINE WAS 
EVER OBSERVED OVER THE WAVELENGTH RANGE S T U D I E D . 
S I N G L E CRYSTAL CD EXPERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED USING THE SAME TYPE 
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CELL AS THAT USED FOR OBTAINING THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL ABSORPTION S P E C T R A . 
CAMPHOR SULFONIC ACID WAS USED FOR CALIBRATION OF THE SPECTROMETER USED 
FOR THE CD MEASUREMENTS. 
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS 
PREPARATION OF S I N G L E CRYSTALS FOR NMR S T U D I E S 
S I N G L E CRYSTALS OF [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C 1 3 ' 4 H 2 0 , [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 3 , 
{ [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 ' N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 , AND [ C © 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 6 - 6 H 2 0 WERE PREPARED B Y 
THE D I F F U S I O N METHOD ( 4 2 ) . THE MATERIALS FOR GROWING THE CRYSTALS WERE 
PREPARED AS P R E V I O U S L Y D E S C R I B E D IN T H I S CHAPTER. 
IN ALL i n s t a n c e s e x c e p t ONE, SEED CRYSTALS w e r e o b t a i n e d B Y P R E ­
PARING SUPERSATURATED SOLUTIONS OF THE D E S I R E D MATERIAL AND ALLOWING THE 
CRYSTALS TO P R E C I P I T A T E FROM THESE SOLUTIONS. IN EACH INSTANCE, THE 
SOLUTION WAS CONTAINED IN AN ERLENMEYER FLASK CAPPED WITH POLYETHYLENE 
F I L M . THE EXCEPTION TO T H I S PROCEDURE WAS THE PREPARATION OF SEED C R Y S ­
TALS OF [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C 1 3 ° 4 H 2 0 . AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C L 3 WERE P R E ­
PARED, AND ABSOLUTE ETHANOL WAS ADDED UNTIL A MEDIUM TO HEAVY P R E C I P I ­
TATE OF [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C L 3 FORMED. THE SOLUTIONS WERE CONTAINED IN ERLENMEYER 
FLASKS AND THE FLASKS WERE CAPPED WITH POLETHYLENE F I L M . SOLUTION OF THE 
[ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C L 3 IN THE ETHANOL-WATER MIXTURE WAS EFFECTED B Y HEATING. ON 
STANDING AND COOLING TO ROOM TEMPERATURE, WELL FORMED CRYSTALS OF 
[ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C L 3 ° 4 H 2 0 FORMED. 
IN A TYPICAL S I N G L E CRYSTAL GROWTH, THE SEED CRYSTAL WAS MOUNTED 
ON A GLASS STOPPER AT A D E S I R E D ORIENTATION. THE STOPPER WAS INSERTED 
INTO A 5 0 CM LONG, 1 4 MM O . D . TUBE AND.WAS GLUED IN P L A C E . THE TUBE 
WAS F I L L E D WITH A SATURATED (AT 2 9 9 C ) SOLUTION OF THE SEED CRYSTAL 
MATERIAL (THE SOLUTION FROM WHICH THE SEED WAS O B T A I N E D ) . THE TUBE WAS 
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THEN PLACED IN A TWO-COMPARTMENT CONSTANT TEMPERATURE B O X . THE TOP COM­
PARTMENT WAS MAINTAINED AT 3 5 ° C AND THE BOTTOM COMPARTMENT WAS MAINTAINED 
AT 2 9 ° C , A GLASS-WOOL PLUG WAS INSERTED INTO THE TUBE AND PUSHED TO THE 
JUNCTION BETWEEN THE TWO COMPARTMENTS. 
A FEW MILLIGRAMS OF S O L I D MATERIAL WAS ADDED TO THE SOLUTION IN 
THE TUBE EACH DAY. THE S O L I D MATERIAL, WHICH RESTED ON THE GLASS-WOOL 
PLUG, DISSOLVED IN THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE R E G I O N , " D I F F U S E D TO THE COOLER 
REGION, AND CRYSTAL GROWTH OF THE SEED CRYSTAL OCCURRED. CRYSTAL GROWTH 
WAS CONTINUED UNTIL A CRYSTAL ABOUT FOUR CENTIMETERS LONG THAT F I L L E D 
THE TUBE w a s g r o w n . GROWTH P E R I O D S r a n g e d FROM ABOUT THREE w e e k s TO 
ABOUT TWO MONTHS. THE SOLUTION WAS DRAINED FROM THE TUBE AND THE TUBE 
WAS THEN CUT TO A LENGTH OF 3 0 CM AND A THREE-INCH PROTRACTOR WAS A F F I X E D 
TO THE TOP OF THE T U B E . 
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC, RESONANCE SPECTRA 
A VARIAN D P - 6 0 DUAL PURPOSE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROM­
E T E R , EQUIPPED WITH A 1 5 . 0 8 5 MHZ F I X E D FREQUENCY O S C I L L A T O R - R E C E I V E R 
U N I T , WAS USED TO OBTAIN THE 5 9 C O NMR DATA PRESENTED H E R E . A BLOCK 
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE MAJOR EQUIPMENTAL COMPONENTS OF T H I S SYSTEM I S SHOWN 
I N FIGURE 5 , 
IN A TYPICAL EXPERIMENT, THE TUBE CONTAINING THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL 
WAS PLACED IN THE NMR P R O B E , AND THE MAGNETIC F I E L D WAS VARIED OVER THE 
D E S I R E D RANGE. THE ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS THAT WERE MADE WERE MAGNET CUR­
RENT VALUES AT THE RESONANCE P O S I T I O N S . CONVERSION OF THESE MEASURED 
CURRENT VALUES TO MAGNETIC F I E L D VALUES WAS ACCOMPLISHED B Y MEANS OF A 
MAGNETIC F I E L D VERSUS MAGNET CURRENT CALIBRATION CURVE. T H I S CURVE WAS 
CONSTRUCTED B Y USING AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF SALTS CONTAINING NUCLEI OF 
R e g u l a t e d 
M a g n e t 
P o w e r S u p p l y 
E l e c t r o m a g n e t 
P r o b e 
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U n i t 
P o w e r S u p p l y 
U n i t 
S w e e p 
P r e c e s s i o n 
F i e l d S c a n n i n g 
U n i t 
R F P o w e r 
T r a n s m i t t e r 
R e c e i v e r 
S y n c h r o v e r t e r 
D r i v e 
O u t p u t C o n t r o l 
U n i t 
S w e e p 
A m p l i f i e r 
U n i t 
S i g n a l 
XY G r a p h i c 
R e c o r d e r 
S e l e c t o r 
U n i t 
S w e e p U n i t 
S w e e p t o X-kxis 
O s c i l l o s c o p e 
"t~ T o A l l U n i t s 
F i g u r e 5. Block D i a g r a m of 
N u c l e a r M a g n e t i c R e s o n a n c e S p e c t r o m e t e r 
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KNOWN RESONANCE FREQUENCIES. T H I S CALIBRATION CURVE I S SHOWN I N FIGURE 
6, THE RESONANT NUCLEI ARE INDICATED B Y MATES-NUMBER S U P E R S C R I P T S , E . G . , 
[ 5 9 C o ( E N ) INDICATES THAT THE RESONANCE P O S I T I O N OF 5 9 C o WAS D E T E R ­
MINED IN AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE INDICATED S A L T . 
THE CRYSTAL WAS ROTATED COAXIALLY WITH THE D I V I D E D C I R C L E OF THE 
PROTRACTOR ABOUT AN A X I S PERPENDICULAR TO THE POLARIZING MAGNETIC F I E L D , 
E . A ROTATION OF 180° CORRESPONDED TO A ROTATION OF H ABOUT THE ORIGIN 
IN THE acyz SYSTEM SO THAT H REMAINED PERPENDICULAR TO THE GROWTH A X I S OF 
THE CRYSTAL WHICH WAS ALONG THE A X I S OF THE T U B E . THE REFERENCE P O S I ­
TION OF THE CRYSTAL WAS E S T A B L I S H E D B Y MEANS OF THE PROTRACTOR ATTACHED 
TO 1HE TOP OF THE T U B E . AN INDEX! FOR THE PROTRACTOR WAS PROVIDED B Y MEANS 
s 
OF AN ETCHED P I E C E OF " P L E X I G L A S S " THAT WAS PLACED BETWEEN THE POLE 
FACES OF THE MAGNET. THE PROTRACTOR, AND THUS THE CRYSTAL pos i t i on , WAS 
MEASURABLE TO ± 0 . 2 5 ° . SPECTRAL PATTERNS WERE OBTAINED AT 10° I N T E R V A L S . 
S I N C E A SINGLE CRYSTAP. OF A [ C O ( ^ - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 OF A S U I T A B L E S I Z E FOR 
THE NMR S T U D I E S COULD NOT B E GROWN, A POWDERED SAMPLE OF T H I S MATERIAL 
WAS U S E D . THE POWDER WAS PLACED IN A 14 MM OUTSIDE DIAMETER T E S T T U B E . 
THE NMR SPECTRUM FOR T H I S MATERIAL WAS OBTAINED IN THE SAME FASHION 
AS FOR THE S I N G L E C R Y S T A L S . THE RESULTING SPECTRUM WAS OF MUFCH POORER 
QUALITY THAN THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL S P E C T R A . 
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1 . 6 1 . 7 1.8 1 . 9 2.0 2 . 1 2.2 2 . 3 2 . 4 
METER READING, AMPERES 
FIGURE 6 . MAGNET CALIBRATION CURVE 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Optical Experiments 
Sodium A(+)5Qg-yyig-(ethylenedlamine)cQbalt(I) Chloride Hexahydrate 
The C^ axis of the complex ion , A [ C o ( e n ) 3 ] + + + , in the hexagonal 
double s a l t , (A[Co(en) 3 ]Cl 3 } 2 °NaCl»6H 2 0, was found j>y X-ray di f f ract ion 
(19) to be para l le l to the prismatic axis of the c rys ta l , i . e . , the a-
axis as shown in Figure 4. McCaffery and Mason (17) measured the CD, 
ORD, and electronic absorption spectra of this ion both in aqueous so lu­
t ion and in the previously mentioned double s a l t . Drouard and Mathieu 
(50) made simi lar measurements on the compound, A[Co(en) 3 ]Br 3 «H 2 0 (20). 
The measurements made by the two groups of workers were in reasonable 
agreement, and the resul ts of the electronic absorption and CD measure­
ments are summarized in Table 1 . 
The values of the dipole strengths, D, and rotat ional strengths, 
R, were recalculated on the bas is of Gaussian shape functions for the 
absorption and CD curves, respectively. The mathematical expression for 
the calculat ion of rotat ional strength on the basis of a Gaussian shape 
function was given previously (Eq. [9] ) . For the calculation of dipole 
strength on this b a s i s , Eq. [10] y i e l ds , 
3 « 98 x 10 . £ • A v 1 / 9 / v . (41) max 1/2 o 
where £ i s the maximum value of the molar decadic extinction coef f ic i -
max 
TABLE 1 , ABSORPTION AND CIRCULAR DICHROISM DATA FOR COMPOUNDS 
CONTAINING A[CO(EN) ] + 
SYSTEM 
ABSORPTION 
V Q ( K K ) A V 1 / 2 ( K K ) 
max 
CIRCULAR DICHROISM 
N ( 1 0 _ 4 0 C G S ) V Q ( K K ) A V 1 / 2 ( K K ) ( E ^ ) ^ I ? ( 1 0 " 4 ° C G S ) 
[ C O ( E N ) 3 ] 3 + * 2 1 . 3 2 2 3 . 4 G 
(AQUEOUS SOLUTION) 
A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] B R 3 - H 2 0 * * 2 1 , 2 7 7 3 . 6 0 
( S I N G L E CRYSTAL) 
{ A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 - 2 1 . 4 1 3 3 . 7 0 
N A C L - 6 H 2 0 * 
( S I N G L E CRYSTAL) 
8 4 
1 1 7 
9 5 
1 3 1 3 
1 9 4 0 
1 6 0 8 
2 0 . 2 8 4 
2 3 . 3 6 4 
2 0 . 8 3 3 
2 1 . 0 5 3 
2 . 0 0 
1 , 5 0 
3 . 4 0 
3 . 1 0 
1 . 8 9 
- 0 . 1 7 
+ 1 8 
+ 2 3 . 3 
4 . 5 7 
• 0 . 2 6 
7 2 
8 4 
*REFERENCE 1 7 
**REFERENCE 5 0 
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ENT, ^vj/2 R E ^ E R S T 0 T * I E HALF-WIDTH OF THE ABSOLUTION BAND, AND REFERS 
TO THE FREQUENCY OF MAXIMUM ABSORPTION. 
THE ORD, CD, AND ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
OF THE DOUBLE S A L T , { A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 * N A C L * 6 H 2 0 , WERE MEASURED. IN ADDI­
T I O N , THE CD AND ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF T H I S SALT IN A SINGLE 
CRYSTAL WERE MEASURED. AGREEMENT WITH PREVIOUSLY REPORTED MEASUREMENTS 
( 1 7 , 5 0 ) WAS QUITE GOOD. THE RESULTS OF THE SOLUTION AND SINGLE CRYSTAL 
MEASUREMENTS ARE GIVEN IN TABLES 2 AND 3 , R E S P E C T I V E L Y . F IGURE 7 SHOWS 
THE ORD AND CD CURVES FOR AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF THE DOUBLE S A L T , AND 
Figure 8 shows the solut ion CD and S I N G L E crysta l CD CURVES FOR T H I S 
S A L T . LIGHT PROPAGATION I N THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL MEASUREMENTS WAS PARALLEL 
TO THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC C - A X I S . FOR T H I S ORIENTATION, THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL 
CD CURVE SHOULD SHOW THE -*-^E TRANSITION ONLY. 
l a ' 
A RELATIVELY SMALL S H I F T OF THE P O S I T I O N OF THE MAXIMUM IN THE CD 
CURVE WAS OBSERVED IN GOING FROM THE SOLUTION TO THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL. 
T H I S SMALL S H I F T INDICATED AN APPRECIABLE ENERGY S P L I T T I N G OF THE COM­
PONENT BANDS OF THE SOLUTION CD SPECTRUM. 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN AN APPROXIMATION OF THE AMOUNT OF SEPARATION 
OF THE COMPONENT BANDS, THE SOLUTION CD SPECTRUM WAS RESOLVED INTO TWO 
GAUSSIAN P E A K S . T H I S RESOLUTION WAS ACCOMPLISHED B Y MEANS OF A CONFPUTER >, 
PROGRAM WRITTEN B Y S C H I E V E L B E I N AND SWART ( 5 1 ) . INPUT EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
WERE THE MOLAR DECADIC D I F F E R E N T I A L ABSORPTIONS AT VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS. 
F I R S T ESTIMATES FOR PEAK P O S I T I O N S , H E I G H T S , AND WIDTHS WERE ALSO USED 
AS INPUT DATA. T H I S PATTERN SEARCH PROGRAM VARIED THE PARAMETERS TO O B ­
TAIN THE B E S T F I T OF THE CALCULATED TO EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF THE D I F ­
FERENTIAL ABSORPTIONS. THE P O S I T I O N OF THE PEAK CORRESPONDING TO THE 
T a b l e 2 0 A b s o r p t i o n a n d C i r c u l a r D i c h r o i s m D a t a for A q u e o u s S o l u t i o n s 
o f t h e A m i n e C o m p l e x e s o f C o b a l t ( I I I ) . 
C o m p l e x 
A b s o r p t i o n 
V Q ( k K ) A v 1 / 2 ( k K ) max 
-40 
0 ( 1 0 cgs) V Q ( k K ) 
C i r c u l a r D i c h r o i s m 
A v 1 / 2 ( k K ) (erer)max i ? ( 1 0 " 4 G c g s ) 
A [ C o ( e n ) 3 ] 3 + 2 1 . 4 3 9 3.50 86,0 1375 2 0 . 5 1 3 
23.364 
2.13 
1.66 
+ 1,91 
- 0 . 2 2 
+ 4 . 8 6 
- 0 . 3 8 
A [ C o ( d - p n ) 3 ] 3 + 2 1 . 4 1 3 3.87 96.5 1709 20.367 
22.936 
2.10 
1.93 
+ 1.88 
- 0 . 4 9 
+ 4,74 
-1.01 
A [ C o ( t n ) 3 ] 3 + 2 0 . 5 3 4 3.04 72.3 1050 18.868 
21.053 
1.30 
2.37 
- 0 . 0 6 2 
+ 0 , 1 2 4 
-0.11 
+ 0 . 3 4 
( + ) 5 8 9 [ C o ( t r i e n ) 3 ] 6 + 2 1 . 4 5 9 3.24 100.9 1494 20.161 
22.624 
1.85 
1.66 
+ 0 . 3 1 3 
- 0 . 1 2 3 
+ 0 . 7 0 
-0.22 
T a b l e 3. A b s o r p t i o n a n d C i r c u l a r D i c h r o i s m D a t a for S i n g l e C r y s t a l s 
o f the A m i n e C o m p l e x e s o f C o b a l t ( I I I ) , 
C o m p l e x 
A b s o r p t i o n 
V Q X k K ) A v 1 / 2 ( K K ) e 
max 
-40 
•0(10 cgs) V (kK) 
0 
C i r c u l a r 
A v 1 / 2 ( k K ) 
D i c h r o i s m 
(£.-£ ) -40 2? (10 cgs) 
{ A [ C o C e n ) 3 ] C l 3 > 2 - 2 1 . 4 5 9 3.60 95 1562 21.053 3.28 20.2 76,4 
N a C l - 6 H 2 0 
A [ C o ( t n ) 3 ] C l 3 » 4 H 2 0 2 0 . 5 3 4 3.40 81 1308 20.682 2.88 4.6 15.7 
A [ C o ( < 2 - p n ) 3 ] B r 3 2 1 . 4 1 3 3.68 118 1994 20.833 3 = 18 16.7 6 2 . 3 
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Figure 7. ORD-CD Spectra of {A[Co(en) 3 ]Cl 3 } 2 «NaCl«6H 2 0; 
Aqueous Solution 
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F i g u r e 8. C D S p e c t r a o f { A [ C o ( e n ) 3 ] C l . 5 } 2 ' N a C l - 6 H 2 0 
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i 4 + E t ransi t ion was assumed to be fixed at the position found in the l a r 
single crystal CD study. The five other parameters were varied and the 
refinement of each of these parameters was continued unt i l a change in 
each of these parameters by a factor of 0.002 produced no improvement 
in the f i t . The resul ts of this refinement gave a calculated curve in 
excellent agreement with the experimental solution curve. In no case 
were the differences greater than the expected experimental errors in 
the measured spectra. 
The results of the computer resolution are graphically summarized 
in Figure 8 and the refined p a r a m e t e r s are t a b u l a t e d in Table 4 , along 
with the calculated value of the energy sp l i t t ing between the two com­
ponent t rans i t ions , 
A ( + ) COQ-YY^g-(l,3T-propanediamine) cobalt ( I I I ) Chloride Tetrahydrate 
+++ 
The C^ axis of the complex ion A[Co(tn)g] was found by X-ray 
diffraction (23) to be t i l t e d with respect to the prismatic axis in the 
rhombic prism crystal of A[Co(tn)
 3 J B r ^ ' ^ 0 . A similar c rys ta l l ine habit 
was observed for the s a l t , A[Co(tn) ^JCI^^H^O, but as wil l be shown la te r 
in this chapter, the three-fold axis of the complex ion, A [ C o ( t n Q 3 ] + + + , 
in this case i s para l le l to the prismatic axis of the crysta l (the b-
axis as shown in Figure 4) within experimental error . 
Electronic absorption, ORD, and CD spectra for an aqueous solu­
tion of A[Co( tn ) 3 ]C1 3 were measured. In Figure 9 are shown the ORD and 
CD spectra for the aqueous solution. The e lectronic absorption and CD 
spectra of a single crystal of A[Co( tn )^ JC l^^^O were measured with 
light propagation para l le l to the crystallographic b-axis. Vfith this 
orientation of the c rys ta l , the CD spectrum should correspond to the 
TABLE 4 . RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER RESOLUTION OF SOLUTION CIRCULAR DICHROISM SPECTRA 
INTO COMPONENT GAUSSIAN BANDS 
COMPOUND BAND V Q ( K K ) A V 1 / 2 ( K K ) I ? ( 1 0 " 4 0 CGS) W K K ) 
{ A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C 1 3 > 2 ' N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 V* . + 3 , 5 3 2 1 . 0 5 3 2 . 6 0 + 1 0 . 7 - 0 , 5 8 6 
- 2 , 2 0 2 1 , 6 3 9 2 . 5 0 - 6 . 2 
A / [ C O ( I - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 + 3 . 0 8 2 0 , 8 3 3 2 , 6 0 + 9 , 4 - 0 . 8 6 3 
- 1 . 6 8 2 1 . 6 9 6 3 . 0 3 - 5 . 7 
A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C L 3 - 4 H 2 0 1 a + 0 . 2 0 7 2 0 . 6 8 3 3 . 4 0 + 0 . 8 3 + 1 . 5 0 6 
1 A2 - 0 . 1 3 6 1 9 . 1 7 6 2 . 2 2 - 0 . 3 9 
( + ) 5 8 9 [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] C L 6 + 0 . 3 6 1 2 0 . 2 5 9 2 . 1 3 + 0 . 9 3 ± 1 . 8 6 3 
= 0 . 1 4 4 oo n o f\ A A - u . tt 
in 
380 420 460 500 540 580 620 660 
W a v e l e n g t h , M i l l i m i c r o n s 
F i g u r e 9. O R D - C D S p e c t r a o f A [ C o ( t n ) ]C1 • A q u e o u s S o l u t i o n 
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Aj+ E^ TRANSITION ONLY. THE CD SPECTRA OF THE SOLUTION AND OF THE SINGLE 
CRYSTAL ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 0 . NUMERICAL DATA FOR THE SOLUTION AND C R Y S ­
TAL ARE GIVEN IN TABLES 2 AND 3 R E S P E C T I V E L Y . 
THE SOLUTION CD SPECTRUM WAS RESOLVED INTO I T S COMPONENT- BANDS B Y 
THE GAUSSIAN RESOLUTION METHOD PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED. THE ENERGY SEPARA­
TION OF THE COMPONENT BANDS, AS DETERMINED B Y T H I S RESOLUTION, WAS GREATER 
THAN THAT OF THE CORRESPONDING BANDS OF { A [ C O ( E R O ^ J C L ^ ^ ' N A D ^ ^ O . 
GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE COMPUTER RESOLUTION OF THE SOLUTION CD CURVE 
FOR A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] + + + I S SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 0 . TABULATED RESULTS OF THE R E S O ­
LUTION are GIVEN IN T a b l e 4 . 
A ( + ) 5 - T r i 8 - ( d - 1 , 2 - P R O P A N E D I A M I N E ) C O B A L T ( I I I ) BROMIDE 
THE C^ A X I S OF THE COMPLEX ION, A [ C O ( £ - P N L ' 3 ] + + + , IN THE HEXAGONAL 
P R I S M A T I C CRYSTAL, A [ C O ( Z - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 , WAS FOUND B Y X-RAY DIFFRACTION ( 2 2 ) 
TO B E PARALLEL, OR NEARLY S O , TO THE P R I S M A T I C A X I S OF THE CRYSTAL. 
THE ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION, ORD, AND CD SPECTRA OF A [ C O ( D - P N ) 3 ] B R ^ 
IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION WERE MEASURED. IN ADDITION, S INGLE CRYSTAL ELECTRONIC 
ABSORPTION AND CD SPECTRA FOR T H I S SALT WERE MEASURED WITH THE LIGHT 
B E I N G PROPAGATED PARALLEL TO THE P R I S M A T I C A X I S OF THE CRYSTAL. WITH T H I S 
ORIENTATION, THE CD SPECTRUM SHOULD CORRESPOND.TO THE ^A^E TRANSITION 
ONLY. SOLUTION ORD AND CD SPECTRA ARE SHOWN I N FIGURE 1 1 AND THE SOLUTION 
CD AND SINGLE CRYSTAL CD SPECTRA ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 2 . NUMERICAL DATA 
FOR THE SOLUTION AND SINGLE CRYSTAL ARE GIVEN IN TABLES 2 AND 3 , R E S P E C ­
T I V E L Y . 
THE SOLUTION CD SPECTRUM WAS RESOLVED INTO TWO GAUSSIAN PEAKS AS 
FOR THE CD SPECTRA OF THE OTHER COMPOUNDS REPORTED. FIGURE 1 2 SHOWS THE 
RESULTS OF T H I S R E S O L U T I O N AND THE REFINED PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 4 . 
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F i g u r e 11. O R D - C D S p e c t r a o f A [ C o ( d - p n ) _ ] B r _ ; 
A q u e o u s S o l u t i o n 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
F r e q u e n c y , K i l o k a y s e r s 
F i g u r e 1 2 . CD S p e c t r a o f A [ C o ( d - p n ) ]Br 
6 1 
_ 0 O _ 5 ° y ~ T r ^ 8 ~ ( T R I E T H Y L E N E T E T R A M I N E ) D I C O B A L T ( I I I ) CHLORIDE 
ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION, ORD, AND CD SPECTRA OF THE S A L T , 
( + ) 5 G G [ C O 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] C L G , IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION WERE MEASURED. NUMERICAL 
DATA PERTAINING TO THESE MEASUREMENTS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 2 AND THE ORD 
AND CD CURVES ARE SHOWN.IN FIGURE 1 3 . 
THE SOLUTION CD SPECTRUM WAS RESOLVED INTO TWO GAUSSIAN PEAKS B Y 
THE METHOD PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED IN T H I S CHAPTER. HOWEVER, S I N C E NO S I N ­
GLE CRYSTAL CD SPECTRUM WAS MEASURED, I T WAS NOT P O S S I B L E TO F I X THE 
I I 
P O S I T I O N OF THE PEAK CORRESPONDING TO THE Aj* TRANSITION AS WAS DONE 
for the other reso lut ions . Therefore, ALL s ix of THE parameters were 
VARIED TO OBTAIN THE B E S T F I T . THE RESULTS OF THE RESOLUTION ARE GRAPHI­
CALLY SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 4 AND THE REFINED PARAMETERS ARE TABULATED IN 
TABLE 4 . 
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS 
SODIUM Tris-(ETHYLENEDIAMINE)COBALT(III) CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE 
A SAMPLE NMR SPECTRUM SHOWING THE QUADRUPOLAR S P L I T T I N G I S SHOWN 
IN FIGURE 1 5 . T H I S SPECTRUM WAS FOR A SINGLE CRYSTAL OF { [ C O ( E N ) ^ C L ^ * 
N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 „ THE ORIENTATION OF THE CRYSTAL WAS SUCH THAT THE P R I S M A T I C 
++ 
A X I S OF THE CRYSTAL, AND THUS THE C^ A X I S OF THE COMPLEX I O N , [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] 
WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE POLARIZING MAGNETIC F I E L D , H . 
THE RESONANCE P O S I T I O N S , IN KHZ, OF THE COBALT NUCLEI FOR THE 
VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS OF THE SINGLE CRYSTALS OF { [ C O ( E N )
 3 ] C L 3 } 2 « N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 
WITH RESPECT TO H ARE GIVEN IN TABLES 5 AND 6 . THE HEADINGS I N THE 
TABLES ARE S I M P L Y ARBITRARY LABELS FOR THE COMPONENT T R A N S I T I O N S . 
TABLE 5 I S A TABULATION OF DATA FOR ROTATION OF THE CRYSTAL ( S E E 
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F i g u r e 14. G a u s s i a n R e s o l u t i o n o f 
CD S p e c t r u m o f ( + ) _ o n [ C o _ ( t r i e n ) 7 ] C 1 boy z. o 
c 
o 
•H 
O 
> 
•H 
•M 
i—I 
0) 
1.90 1.95 2 .00 2.05 2 .10 2 .15 2 .20 2 .25 
M a g n e t C u r r e n t , Amperes 
F i g u r e 15. 5 9 C o N u c l e a r M a g n e t i c R e s o n a n c e S p e c t r u m o f { [Co(en) , J C I 7 } , 
O r i e n t a t i o n : 90° F r o m c - A x i s , 0° F r o m a-Axis' 
• N a C l « 6 H 2 0 ; 
ON 
4^ 
T a b l e 5, 5 9 C o R e s o n a n c e s , at 14821 G a u s s , for { [ C o ( e n ) 3 ] C l 3 } 2 ° N a C l ° 6 H 2 0 ; 
R o t a t i o n A b o u t t h e a - A x i s * 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r, R e s o n a n c e P o s i t i o n s , kHz ± 10kHz 
D e g r e e s ( ± 0 , 2 5 @ ) f r o m
 v v v V V v v 
o-Axis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-5 14236 14527 14816 15085 15345 15637 15935 
5 14240 14527 14806 15085 1 5 3 3 8 15635 15935 
15 14313 14570 14831 15085 15334 15596 15845 
25 14466 14673 14875 15085 15292 15515 15734 
35 14641 14782 14930 15085 15235 15398 15531 
45 14873 14930 15000 15085 15158 15261 15319 
55 15085 15085 15085 15085 15085 15085 15085 
65 15296 15220 15149 15085 1 5 0 1 3 14947 14885 
75 15435 1 5 3 1 3 15192 15085 14970 14846 14728 
85 15499 1 5 3 5 3 15209 15085 14935 14798 14661 
9 5 15472 15345 15209 15085 14935 14798 14670 
105 15430 1 5 3 0 3 15168 15085 14965 14844 1 4 7 3 3 
115 15301 1 5 2 2 3 15147 15085 15013 14955 14880 
125 15085 15085 15085 15085 15085 15085 15085 
135 14900 14950 15030 15085 15179 15290 15345 
145 14677 14801 14935 15085 15225 15377 15540 
155 14476 14677 14878 15085 15285 15510 1 5 7 3 9 
165 14318 14577 14834 15085 15334 15598 15865 
T a b l e 6. 5 9 C o R e s o n a n c e s , a t 14821 G a u s s , for {[Co(en) J C l J ° N a C l ° 6 H 0; 
R o t a t i o n A b o u t the e - A x i s 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r, R e s o n a n c e P o s i t i o n s , kHz ± 1 0 k H z 
D e g r e e s ( ± 0 0 2 5 ° ) f r o m 
a - A x i s v x v 2 v 3 v 4 v 5 v 6 v y 
0 15494 15355 15209 15085 14945 14806 14665 
10 15499 15361 15214 15085 14945 14801 14664 
20 15494 15355 15214 15085 14945 14801 14656 
30 15494 15355 15214 15085" 14948 14806 14665 
40 15499 1 5 3 6 1 15214 15085 14948 14806 14665 
50 15494 15355 15209 15085, 1 4 9 4 5
 : 14806 14665 
60 15494 15355 15214 15085, 14935 14796 14661 
70 15496 15356 1212 15085 14935 14796 14670 
80 15494 15355 15214 15085 14945 14806 14661 
90 15496 15355 15214 15085 14940 14806 14665 
100 15494 15355 15214 15085 14945 14806 14670 
l i o 1 C AQ£. 1 c ?ro •f r o s\ » 15G85 14950 14816 14667 
120 15494 15355 15214 15085 14945 14806 14668 
130 15496 15355 15219 15085 14945 14811 14670 
140 15499 15355 15209 15085 14945 14806 14665 
150 15496 15355 15209 15085 14945 14806 14663 
160 15495 15355 15212 15085 14945 14801 14661 
170 15499 1 5 3 5 3 15209 15085 14940 14806 14665 
ON 
o\ 
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FIGURE 4) ABOUT THE a-axis OF THE CRYSTAL. IN TURN, T H I S CORRESPONDS TO 
ROTATION OF H ABOUT AN A X I S PERPENDICULAR TO THE C „ A X I S OF THE COMPLEX 
F I E L D DIRECTION AND THE REFERENCE A X I S OF THE CRYSTAL. NOTE THAT r I S 
NOT THE SAME AS A WHERE A I S THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE REFERENCE A X I S AND 
THE PROJECTION OF THE JS-PRINCIPAL A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT ON 
THE ROTATION PLANE. 
TABLE 6 I S A TABULATION OF DATA FOR ROTATION OF THE CRYSTAL ABOUT 
I T S C - A X I S ( S E E FIGURE 4 ) . T H I S CORRESPONDS TO ROTATION OF ABOUT AN 
4*4*4* 
AXIS PARALLEL TO THE A X I S OF [Co ( E N ) G ] . O n e - h a l f OF a r o t a t i o n I S 
S U F F I C I E N T S I N C E t h e PATTERN REPEATS EVERY 1 8 0 ° , 
GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE VARIATION OF THE QUADRUPOLAR S P L I T T I N G 
OF THE NMR SPECTRA AS A FUNCTION OF ORIENTATION I S SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 6 , 
WHICH I S A PLOT OF A PORTION OF THE DATA OF TABLES 5 AND 6. THAT POR­
TION OF THE PLOT WHERE 9 =» 90° CORRESPONDS TO ROTATION ABOUT THE C R Y S -
TALLOGRAPHIE C - A X I S (OR THE S - A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D G R A D I E N T ) . THAT 
PORTION OF THE PLOT WHERE $ - 90° CORRESPONDS TO ROTATION ABOUT THE C R Y S -
TALLOGRAPHIC A - A X I S (OR THE y-axis OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D G R A D I E N T ) . THE 
CLOSED CIRCLES REPRESENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THE S O L I D LINES ARE CALCU­
LATED CURVES. THE CALCULATED CURVES ARE F I R S T - O R D E R PERTURBATION CALCU­
LATIONS (33) BASED ON THE EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED VALUES OF THE QUADRU-
POLE COUPLING CONSTANT OF THE COBALT NUCLEI AND THE ORIENTATION OF THE 
COBALT NUCLEI WITH RESPECT TO THE MAGNETIC F I E L D . THE EQUATION USED FOR 
THIS CALCULATION WAS, 
I O N , [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] + + 4* THE ANGLE r REFERS TO THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE MAGNETIC 
(42) 
16 I 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i i I I i i r 
1 4 1 i i i i i i L I i i I i i I 1 1 1 1 1 
5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 0 10 20 3 0 40 50 60 70 80 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r (Degrees) 
F i g u r e 16. V a r i a t i o n o f Q u a d r u p o l a r S p l i t t i n g in {[Co(en) ]C1 } • N a C l « 6 H 0 
W i t h R o t a t i o n A b o u t A x e s o f the E l e c t r i c F i e l d G r a d i e n t 
ON 
OO 
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WHERE AV I S THE FREQUENCY SEPARATION OF A LINE FROM THE UNPERTURBED LARMOR 
FREQUENCY, v , I S DEFINED AS IN CHAPTER I I , m I S THE VALUE OF THE MAG­
NETIC QUANTUM NUMBER OF THE PERTURBED L E V E L , AND 8 I S THE ANGLE BETWEEN 
THE P R I N C I P A L A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT AND THE MAGNETIC F I E L D 
DIRECTIONo 
TABLE 7 G I V E S THE RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS OF THE NUCLEAR PARAM­
ETERS FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA B Y THE METHOD OUTLINED IN CHAPTER I I . 
Y R ^ G - C L J S - P R O P A N E D I A M I N E ) C O B A L T ( I I I ) SALTS 
A SKETCH OF THE CRYSTAL HABIT OF THE COMPOUND, [ C O ( T N ) ^ ] ( N © ^ ) ^ I S 
SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 7 . THE RESONANCES IN KHZ OF THE COBALT nuclei FOR THE 
VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS OF THE CRYSTAL WITH RESPECT TO ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 
8o THESE DATA WERE OBTAINED FOR ROTATION OF THE CRYSTAL ABOUT THE C R Y S -
TALLOGRAPHIC & - A X I S . GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION OF THESE DATA I S GIVEN IN 
FIGURE 1 8 , THESE DATA INDICATED THAT,THE C^ A X I S OF THE COMPLEX I O N , 
+++ 
[ C O ( T N ) 3 ] , WAS NOT PARALLEL TO ANY OF THE THREE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 
A X E S . THE P R I N C I P A L A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT, AND THUS THE 
THREE-FOLD A X I S OF THE COMPLEX I O N , I S IN A PLANE LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 
5 4 ° FROM THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC b-AXIS AND NOT ALONG EI THER THE CRYSTALLO-
GRAPHIC <2-AXIS OR <2-AXIS. THE NUCLEAR PARAMETERS ARE TABULATED IN TABLE 
7 , 
I T WAS UNFORTUNATE THAT T H I S CRYSTAL DID NOT HAVE A CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 
FACE PERPENDICULAR TO THE P R I N C I P A L A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT 
S I N C E I T WAS VERY STABLE AND WELL-FORMED CRYSTALS WERE E A S I L Y OBTAINED. 
HAD SUCH A FACE BEEN FOUND, THE CRYSTALS WOULD PROBABLY HAVE BEEN VERY 
GOOD FOR USE IN THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL CD MEASUREMENTS. HOWEVER, THE NMR 
DATA OBTAINED APPEAR TO B E VERY GOOD AND A VALUE FOR THE QUADRUPOLE 
T a b l e 7 , N u c l e a r P a r a m e t e r s for t h e A m i n e C o m p l e x e s o f C o b a l t ( I I I ) 
C o m p o u n d 
{ [ C o ( e n ) 3 ] C l 3 } 2 ° N a C l ° 6 H 2 0 
[ C o ( t n ) 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 3 
[ C o ( t n ) 3 ] C l 3 - 4 H 2 0 
A [ C o ( < 2 - p n ) 3 ] B r 3 
( + ) 5 8 9 [ C G 2 ( t r i e n ) 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 6 - 6 H 2 0 
P a t t e r n N u m b e r O n e 
P a t t e r n N u m b e r T w o 
e 2 Q q / h | (MHz) r, 
3.92 ± 0.02 0 
6.19 ± 0.02 0 
6.19 ± 0,02 - 0 
4.79 ± 0,04 0 
5.35 ± 0.04 0 
5.35 ± 0.04 0 
T a b l e 8, 59 C o R e s o n a n c e s , at 14821 G a u s s , f o r [ C o ( t n ) 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 3 ; 
R o t a t i o n A b o u t t h e & - A x i s • 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r, 
D e g r e e s (±0.25°) f r o m 
a - A x i s V l V 2 
R e s o n a n c e 
V 3 
P o s i t i o n s , 
V 4 
k H z ± 1 0 k H z 
V 5 V 6 V 7 
-5 15276 15220 15150 15085 1 5 0 1 4 1 4 9 48 1 4 8 9 4 
5 15375 1 5 2 7 3 15181 15085 1 4 9 8 8 14895 14795 
15 15530 15380 15232 15085 14937 14789 1 4 6 4 1 
25 15635 1 5 4 6 3 15266 15085 14900 14709 14536 
35 15665 15470 15278 15085 14892 14699 1 4 5 0 6 
45 15705 15497 15291 15085 14879 14669 1 4 4 6 3 
55 15735 1 5 5 0 8 . 15294 15085 1 4 8 7 3 1 4 6 6 2 1 4 4 3 5 
65 15700 15493 15285 15085 14885 14677 14469 
75 15624 15442 15265 15085 14905 1 4 7 2 7 1 4 5 4 6 
85 15565 15405 15245 15085 14925 14765 1 4 6 0 5 
95 15385 1 5 288 1 5 1 8 7 15085 14984 14875 1 4 7 8 4 
105 1 5 2 7 8 15222 15154 15085 1 5 0 1 6 1 4 9 48 1 4 8 9 2 
> 
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b 
F i g u r e 17. C r y s t a l l i n e H a b i t o f [Co (tn)
 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 
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COUPLING CONSTANT WAS OBTAINED. 
THE RESONANCES IN KHZ OF THE COBALT NUCLEI FOR VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS 
OF A S I N G L E CRYSTAL OF [CO(TN) T C L ^ ^ ^ O WITH RESPECT TO H& ARE GIVEN IN 
TABLE 9 . THESE DATA WERE FOR ROTATION OF THE CRYSTAL ABOUT THE C R Y S -
TALLOGRAPHIC <2-AXIS ( S E E FIGURE 4 ) . A COMPLETE ROTATION PATTERN FOR T H I S 
CRYSTAL WAS NOT OBTAINEDJ BECAUSE THE TUBE CONTAINING THE CRYSTAL WAS 
CRACKED AND THE CRYSTAL DEHYDRATED AND TURNED TO A POWDER. THE NUMBERS 
IN PARENTHESES ARE CALCULATED P O S I T I O N S BASED ON THE S P L I T T I N G S OBSERVED 
FOR THE OTHER P E A K S . THE OUTERMOST PEAKS WERE VERY BROAD AND NO ATTEMPT 
WAS MADE TO LOCATE THEIR P O S I T I O N S EXPERIMENTALLY. THE SPECTRA THAT WERE 
OBTAINED WERE E S P E C I A L L Y U S E F U L , HOWEVER, BECAUSE WHEN COMBINED WITH THE 
NMR DATA FOR THE CRYSTAL, [CO(TN)
 7,] (NO^) 3 , DETERMINATION OF THE LOCATION 
OF THE P R I N C I P A L A X I S OF THE E L E C T R I C F I E L D GRADIENT, AND THUS THE 
+++ 
A X I S OF THE COMPLEX I O N , [ C O ( T N ) 1 , WITH RESPECT TO THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 
AXES OF [CO(TN) ^Cl^AH^O WAS P O S S I B L E . THE A X I S WAS FOUND TO B E PARA­
LLEL TO THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC FE-AXIS. 
THE NMR DATA FOR [CO(TN) G J C L G *41 ^ 0 WAS NOT USED IN THE DETERMINA­
TION OF THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANT. HOWEVER, THE VALUE OF THE 
COUPLING CONSTANT CALCULATED FROM THE [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] ( N Q ^ ) ^ DATA WAS USED TO 
CALCULATE THEORETICAL CURVES ( B Y MEANS OF E Q . [ 4 2 ] ) FOR THE S P L I T T I N G IN 
THE SPECTRA OF [ C O ( T N ) ^ C l ^ ^ A H ^ ^ ' THE RESULTS OF T H I S CALCULATION ARE 
THE S O L I D LINES IN FIGURE 1 9 . THE CLOSED C I R C L E S ARE THE EXPERIMENTALLY 
DETERMINED RESONANCE FREQUENCIES. T H E CROSS MARKS ARE CALCULATED P O S I ­
T I O N S . THE VERY GOOD F I T OF THE DATA FOR [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] C 1 3 ° 4 H ^ 0 TO THESE 
THEORETICAL CURVES WAS THE B A S I S FOR THE DETERMINATION THAT THE E L E C T R I C 
F I E L D GRADIENT WAS PARALLEL TO THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC & - A X I S . 

I 1 1 1 I I I I L_ 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r (Degrees) 
F i g u r e 19. V a r i a t i o n o f Q u a d r u p o l a r S p l i t t i n g in [Co(tn) l C l ^ M P ^ O 
W i t h R o t a t i o n A b o u t the a - A x i s 
T a b l e 9. S 9 C o Resonances, at 14821 G a u s s , f o r [ C o ( t n ) 3 ] C 1 3 ° 4 H 2 0 ; 
R o t a t i o n A b o u t the a-Axis. 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r, R e s o n a n c e P o s i t i o n s , k H z ± 10kHz 
D e g r e e s (±0.250*) f r o m 
6-Axis i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 (13760) 14202 14643 15085 15527 1 5 9 6 8 (16410) 
10 (13820) 14242 1 4 6 6 3 15085 15507 15928 (16350) 
30 (14257) 1 4 5 3 3 14809 15085 15361 15637 (15913) 
40 (14581) 14749 14917 15085 1 5 2 5 3 15 4 2 1 (15589) 
50 (14926) 14979 15032 15085 15138 1 5 1 9 1 (15244) 
55 1 5 0 8 5 15085 15085 15085 15085 1 5 0 8 5 15085 
125 15085 15085 15085 15085 - 15.085- 15085 15085 
130 (14926) 14979 15032 15085 15138 15191 (15244) 
140 (14581) 14749 14917 15085 15253 15 4 2 1 (15589) 
150 (14257) 1 4 5 3 3 14809 15085 1 5 3 6 1 1 5 6 3 7 (15913) 
170 (13820) 14242 14663 15085 15507 1 5 9 2 8 (16350) 
180 (13760) 14202 14643 15085 15527 15965 , ; ; (16410) 
7 7 
THE DETERMINATION OF P R I N C I P A L A X I S P O S I T I O N ALLOWED THE S I N G L E 
CRYSTAL CD MEASUREMENTS TO B E MADE S I N C E I T WAS NECESSARY TO PROPAGATE 
+++ LIGHT PARALLEL TO THE THREE-FOLD A X I S OF THE COMPLEX I O N , A [ C O ( T N ) L 
1 1 
IN ORDER TO MEASURE THE PURE SPECTRUM CORRESPONDING TO THE A^ E^ TRANSI­
TION 
A Q ) 5 pyTrie- ( < I - L , 2 - P R O P A N E D I A M I N E ) COBALT ( I I I ) BROMIDE 
A S INGLE CRYSTAL OF A [ C O ( < F - P N )
 3 ] B R 3 OF S U I T A B L E S I Z E FOR SINGLE 
CRYSTAL NMR S T U D I E S COULD NOT B E GROWN. HOWEVER, I T WAS P O S S I B L E TO O B ­
TAIN AN NMR SPECTRUM OF A POWDER OF T H I S MATERIAL. THE P R E C I S I O N OF 
this e x p e r i m e n t w a s s o m e w h a t l o w e r t h a n FOR THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL NMR STUD­
I E S , BUT REASONABLY GOOD SPECTRA WERE OBTAINED AND THE VALUE OF THE 
QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANT OF 5 9 C O IN T H I S COMPOUND WAS CALCULATED B Y 
THE METHOD GIVEN I N CHAPTER I I , THE ASYMMETRY PARAMETER FOR T H I S COM­
POUND WAS ZERO S I N C E THE CRYSTAL HAD HEXAGONAL SYMMETRY AS DETERMINED B Y 
AN X - r a y STUDY ( 2 2 ) „ THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 1 0 , AND 
THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANT OBTAINED FROM THE NMR DATA FOR 
A [ C O ( ^ - P N ) T B r ^ I S GIVEN I N TABLE 7. 
TABLE 1 0 . 5 9 C O RESONANCES, AT 1 4 8 2 1 GAUSS, FOR 
A [ C O ( < 2 - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 POWDER. 
RESONANCE P O S I T I O N S , KHZ ±25KHZ 
V L V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5 V 6 V 7 
( 1 4 5 7 4 ) 1 4 7 4 4 1 4 9 1 4 1 5 0 8 5 1 5 2 5 6 1 5 4 2 6 ( 1 5 5 9 6 ) 
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Trie-(TRIETHYLENETETRAMIHE)DICOBALT(III) NITRATE HEXAHYDRATE 
A DRAWING OF A CRYSTAL OF THIS MATERIAL ALONG WITH I T S ROTATION 
AXES I S SHOWN IN FIGURE 20,. T H I S DRAWING I S GIVEN TO E S T A B L I S H REFERENCE 
AXES ONLY. AS MAY B E SEEN B Y THE DRAWING, THE HABIT OF THE CRYSTAL WAS 
NOT S I M P L E AND I T WAS NOT SUPPOSED THAT ALL THE CRYSTAL FACES HAD DEVE­
LOPED o 
TABLES 11 AND 12 ARE TABULATIONS OF DATA FOR ROTATION ABOUT THE 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC C - A X I S . THE SPECTRA FOR THIS COMPOUND CONSISTED OF 
THIRTEEN RESONANCE L I N E S . S I N C E 5 9 C O HAS A NUCLEAR S P I N OF 7/2 AND 
QUADRUPOLAR S P L I T T I N G I S P R E S E N T , SEVEN RESONANCE LINES SHOULD B E O B ­
SERVED FOR EACH UNIQUE COBALT NUCLEUS. THUS, TWO UNIQUE COBALT NUCLEI 
S I T E S E X I S T IN THE CRYSTALLINE L A T T I C E . THE CENTER LINE I S COMMON TO 
BOTH N U C L E I . 
FIGURE 21 I S A PLOT OF THE DATA OF TABLE 11 WHICH I S A ROTATION 
PATTERN FOR ONE OF THE UNIQUE COBALT N U C L E I . TABLE 12 CONTAINS THE DATA 
WHICH I S A ROTATION PATTERN FOR THE SECOND UNIQUE COBALT NUCLEUS. THE 
NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES I N TABLES 11 AND 12 ARE CALCULATED RESONANCE 
P O S I T I O N S BASED ON THE AVERAGE S P L I T T I N G OF THE OTHER P E A K S . THESE CAL­
CULATED P O S I T I O N S ARE INDICATED B Y CROSSES IN FIGURE 2 1 . 
THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANT WAS FOUND TO B E THE SAME FOR EACH 
OF THE PATTERNS. THE VALUES OF THE COUPLING CONSTANT AND THE ASYMMETRY 
PARAMETER ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 7, 
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T a b l e l i e s 9 C o R e s o n a n c e s , at 14821 G a u s s , for [C!d 2(trien) 3 ] ( N 0 3 ) 6 ' 6 H 2 0 ; 
R o t a t i o n A b o u t t h e o - A x i s ; P a t t e r n N u m b e r Onee 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r, 
D e g r e e s ( ± 0 , 2 5 0 9 ) f r o m 
a - A x i s V l 
R e s o n a n c e P o s i t i o n s , kHz ± 
V 2 V 3 V 4 
2 0 k H z 
V 5 V 6 V 7 
1G C14972) (15013) 15054 15085 15128 15176 (15217) 
20 14955 14995 (15043) 15085 15125 15160 15211 
30 14938 1 4 9 7 2 15040 15085 1 5 1 3 3 15179 15238 
40 (14883) 14955 15015 15085 15160 15238 15316 
50 14741 14880 14957 15085 1 5 1 9 8 (15312) (15426) 
60 (14658) (14800) (14942) 15085 1 5 2 3 3 15370 (15512) 
80 (14578) 14750 14915 15085 1 5 2 6 5 1 5 4 2 8 1 5 6 1 2 
100 14510 14700 14884 15085 15267 1 C/t<7 
J.*/ -T\J 1 
130 (14609) 14770 14926 15085 15244 15415 (15576) 
160 14899 (14950) 15012 15085 1 5 1 4 3 (15206) (15268) 
170 14955 15005 (15044) 15085 1 5 1 2 3 (15164) 15195 
00 
o 
T a b l e 12. 5 9 C o R e s o n a n c e s , at 14821 G a u s s , for [Coltrien) ] ( N O ) «6H 0; 
R o t a t i o n A b o u t the cJ-Axis; P a t t e r n N u m b e r T w o , 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r , R e s o n a n c e P o s i t i o n s , kHz ± 2 0 k H z 
D e g r e e s (±0,250°) f r o m 
:-Axis V l V 2 ) V3 V 4 V 5 V 6 V 7 
0 (14510) (14700) 14904 15085 (15275) 1 5 4 8 6 15665 
10 (14555) (14735) 14910 15085 15260 15430 (15610) 
20 14662 (14810) 14955 15085 15211 (15365) 15498 
30 (14835) 14923 15000 15085 1 5 1 6 4 15240 (15340) 
40 15040 (15060) (15072) 15085 15100 15110 15128 
50 15254 15198 15146 15085 (15020) 14957 14880 
60 (15480) 15370 15219 15085 1 4 9 5 7 1 4 8 4 2 (14700) 
70 (15645) 15460 15370 15085 1 4 9 0 2 (14710) (14520) 
80 (15760) 15630 15316 15085 14860 (14640) (14410) 
90 (15795) (15660) 15306 15085 14850 (14600) (14370) 
120 (15470) 15345 (15220) 15085 1 4 9 4 8 14844 (14695) 
130 15244 15203 15146 15085 1 5 0 2 2 14978 14926 
140 15025 (15045) (15060) 15085 15100 1 5 1 1 3 15128 
150 14818 (14920) 15000 15085 15170 15261 (15330) 
170 (14560) (14730) 14897 15085 15260 15430 15615 
14.5 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 
A n g l e o f R o t a t i o n , r (Degrees) 
F i g u r e 2 1 . V a r i a t i o n o f Q u a d r u p o l a r S p l i t t i n g in [ C o 2 ( t r i e n ) ^ ] ( N O ^ ^ ^ ^ O 
W i t h R o t a t i o n A b o u t the c-Axis 
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CHAPTER V 
D I S C U S S I O N AND CONCLUSIONS 
THE ULTIMATE GOALS OF THE STUDY OF ORD AND CD SPECTRA OF T R A N S I ­
TION METAL COMPLEXES ARE GENERALLY ( 4 8 , 5 2 ) RECOGNIZED TO B E THE D E T E R ­
MINATION OF A RELATION BETWEEN THE FEATURES OF THE ORD AND/OR CD CURVES 
AND THE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATION OF THE COMPLEX I O N S , AND THE MECHANISM OF 
INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE MEDIUM. TO ACCOMPLISH 
THESE O B J E C T I V E S , v EXPERIMENTS MUST B E PERFORMED TO DETERMINE ABSOLUTE 
CONFIGURATIONS AND ORD AND CD S T U D I E S MUST THEN B E MADE. 
THE DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATIONS MAY B E ACCOMPLISHED 
B Y X-RAY S T U D I E S . HOWEVER, AS MENTIONED P R E V I O U S L Y , VERY FEW ABSOLUTE 
CONFIGURATIONS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED B Y X-RAY WORK, AND ONLY FOR 
+++ 
A [ C O ( E N ) I HAS THE GEOMETRY BEEN ACCURATELY DETERMINED ( 2 1 ) . ACCU­
RATE GEOMETRIES SEEM TO B E NECESSARY P R E R E Q U I S I T E S FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 
USABLE THEORETICAL MODELS FOR CALCULATION OF THE OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y . 
T H I S WORK WAS I N I T I A T E D WITH THE HOPE OF DETERMINING THE APPRO­
P R I A T E MODEL OF THOSE PROPOSED FOR OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y . I T WILL S U B S E ­
QUENTLY B E ILLUSTRATED THAT NONE1 OF THE PROPOSED MODELS I S S U I T A B L E FOR 
A COMPLETE EXPLANATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL R E S U L T S . HOWEVER, THE MODEL 
OF K A R I P I D E S AND P I P E R ( 1 5 ) WAS FOUND TO B E QUALITATIVELY CORRECT. 
S I N C E DEVIATIONS OF THE COMPLEX IONS FROM OCTAHEDRAL SYMMETRY 
HAVE BEEN COMMONLY SUGGESTED AS P O S S I B L E SOURCES OF OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y , 
THESE DISTORTIONS WERE CALCULATED ON THE B A S I S OF THE X-RAY RESULTS 
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( 1 9 - 2 3 ) . IN PARTICULAR, DEVIATIONS OF THE VALUES OF THE POLAR AND THE 
AZIMUTHAL ANGLES FROM THE VALUES IN AN OCTAHEDRON WERE CALCULATED. THESE 
ANGLES WERE DEFINED IN CHAPTER I I (THE VALUES OF THE POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL 
ANGLES IN AN OCTAHEDRON ARE, R E S P E C T I V E L Y , 5 4 . 7 ° AND 6 0 ° ) . THE RESULTS 
OF THESE CALCULATIONS ARE SUMMARIZED IN TABLE 1 3 . IN ADDITION, THE 
AVERAGE VALUES OF THE N-CO-N ANGLE OF A CHELATE RING I N EACH OF THE COM­
P L E X IONS I S GIVEN IN TABLE 1 3 . 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN VARIOUS MODELS AND THE 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS MAY NOW B E MADE. EMPHASIS HERE WILL B E PLACED ON 
QUALITATIVE PREDICTIONS OF THE MODELS WITH THE NOTION THAT I F QUALITATIVE 
CORRECTNESS I S ATTAINED, REFINEMENT WOULD PROBABLY RESULT IN B E T T E R 
QUANTITATIVE P R E D I C T I O N S . A MORE DETAILED D I S C U S S I O N OF THE MODELS MAY 
B E FOUND IN CHAPTER I I . 
ACCORDING TO THE I O N I C MODEL, TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G A R I S E S DUE TO A 
DISTORTION OF THE COMPLEX ION ALONG THE THREE-FOLD A X I S . ROTATIONAL 
STRENGTH I S ASSUMED TO A R I S E FROM AZIMUTHAL D I S T O R T I O N S . THE RESULTS OF 
THE CALCULATIONS OF THE DISTORTIONS OF THE COMPLEX IONS FROM OCTAHEDRAL 
SYMMETRY (CALCULATIONS OF THE DISTORTIONS WERE MADE ON THE B A S I S OF THE 
KNOWN CRYSTAL STRUCTURES) ARE GIVEN I N TABLE 1 3 . IN THE IONIC MODEL, 
COMPRESSION ALONG THE C^ A X I S SHOULD RESULT IN A NEGATIVE VALUE OF THE 
TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G , I . E . , V £ , - V ^ < 0 . AZIMUTHAL CONTRACTION OF A - T Y P E ION 
(OR AZIMUTHAL EXPANSION OF A A - T Y P E I O N ) , ACCORDING TO THE IONIC MODEL, 
SHOULD Y I E L D AN A^ COMPONENT OF P O S I T I V E ROTATIONAL STRENGTH, AND AN 
E COMPONENT OF EQUAL MAGNITUDE BUT OPPOSITE S I G N . 
I T WOULD SEEM AS THOUGH THE A [ C O ( E N ) ^ ] + + + ION I S CHARACTERIZED B Y 
A COMPRESSION ALONG THE C „ A X I S AND A CONTRACTION OF THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE. 
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TABLE 13, DISTORTIONS OF THE COMPLEX IONS 
COMPOUND ^NCON POLAR AZIMUTHAL 
DISTORTION DISTORTION 
{ A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C L 3 } 2 ° N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 87.4° -0.98° -6.6° 
A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] B R 3 ° H 2 0 87.4° + 1 . 1 7 ° + 0 . 3 3 ° 
A [ C O C E N ) 3 ] C L 3 = H 2 0 85,3° + 1 . 7 0 ° -5° 
A [ C O C T N ) 3 ] B R 3 o H 2 0 9 4 . 5 ° -2.13° + 2 . 4 ° 
A [ C O ( Z - P N ) 3 ] B R 3 86.5° + 1 . 4 7 ° ( N x ) -5.4° 
- 0 . 8 3 ° ( N 2 ) 
oo 
AS MAY B E NOTED FROM TABLE 1 3 , HOWEVER, THE DATA FOR COMPOUNDS THAT CON -^
+++ 
TAIN A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] INDICATE WIDELY DIFFERENT D I S T O R T I O N S . FOR EXAMPLE, 
IN A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] B R 3 ° H 2 0 , THE COMPLEX ION I S REPORTED TO B E ALMOST EXACTLY 
OCTAHEDRAL. HOWEVER, FOR { A [ C O ( E N ) ^ ] C 1 ^ } ^ » N A C L ° 6 H 2 0 AND FOR A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] C 1 3 ° 
H 2 © , DEVIATIONS FROM THE OCTAHEDRAL D I S P O S I T I O N ARE S I G N I F I C A N T . IN 
THOSE COMPOUNDS IN WHICH DISTORTIONS ARE S I G N I F I C A N T , THE POLAR D I S T O R ­
TIONS ARE O P P O S I T E IN S I G N . FOR THE MIXED CRYSTAL WITH NACL, THERE I S 
AN APPARENT ELONGATION ALONG THE C^ A X I S , AND FOR THE CHLORIDE MONOHY-
DRATE, THERE I S AN APPARENT COMPRESSION ALONG THE C^ A X I S . THE MOST ACCU-
+++ 
RATE GEOMETRY OF A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] I S THAT E S T A B L I S H E D FOR THE ION IN THE 
CHLORIDE MONOHYDRATE ( 2 1 ) . T H I S DETERMINATION I S THE ONLY ONE IN WHICH 
THE E X P R E S S E D PURPOSE WAS AN ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF GEOMETRY. 
I F WE ASSUME A COMPRESSION ALONG THE C^ AIXIS , THE I O N I C MODEL 
PREDICTION WOULD B E A NEGATIVE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G ( V £ I - V ^ < 0 ) AND AN A^ 
COMPONENT OF P O S I T I V E ROTATIONAL STRENGTH EQUAL IN MAGNITUDE BUT O P P O S I T E 
IN S IGN TO THE E COMPONENT. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS V E R I F Y THE P R E ­
DICTION OF THE P O S I T I O N S OF THE COMPONENT BANDS, BUT DO NOT AGREE WITH 
THE PREDICTIONS OF S IGNS AND MAGNITUDES OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS OF 
THESE BANDS. THE E COMPONENT HAS A P O S I T I V E ROTATIONAL STRENGTH OF 
MUCH GREATER MAGNITUDE THAN THE NEGATIVELY ROTATING A^ COMPONENT. 
+ + + 
FOR A [ C O ( C ? - P N ) 3 ] , THERE APPEARS TO B E A NET COMPRESSION ALONG 
THE C 3 A X I S OF THE COMPLEX ION AND A CONTRACTION OF THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE. 
T H U S , THE S I G N S OF THE DISTORTIONS ARE IDENTICAL TO THOSE IN 
A [ C O ( E N ) G ] „ THE I O N I C MODEL PREDICTIONS WOULD B E A P O S I T I V E ROTATIONAL 
STRENGTH A^ COMPONENT AT THE SHORTER WAVELENGTH AND A NEGATIVE ROTATIONAL 
STRENGTH E^ COMPONENT AT THE LONGER WAVELENGTH. AGREEMENT I S OBTAINED 
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WITH THE P O S I T I O N S OF THE COMPONENT BANDS BUT NOT WITH THE SIGNS OF THE 
ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS. A L S O , THE ^ COMPONENT HAS A MUCH GREATER MAGNITUDE 
THAN THE A^ COMPONENT WHICH I S CONTRARY TO THE PREDICTION OF EQUAL MAGNI-
+++ 
TUDES. THUS, THE RESULTS HERE ARE THE SAME AS FOR A[CO(EN) 1 
THE ONLY ION ( O F THOSE STUDIED) THAT APPEARS TO HAVE A D E F I N I T E 
ELONGATION ALONG THE A X I S I S A [ C O ( T N ) , T H I S ION I S ALSO CHARAC­
T E R I Z E D B Y AN AZIMUTHAL EXPANSION* THUS, THE DISTORTIONS OF T H I S ION ARE 
OPPOSITE I N S IGN TO THOSE OF A [ C O ( E N ) AND A [ C O ( D - P N ) . THE IONIC 
MODEL PREDICTIONS ARE FOR A LONG WAVELENGTH A^ COMPONENT OF P O S I T I V E RO­
TATIONAL STRENGTH AND A SHORT WAVELENGTH E^ COMPONENT OF NEGATIVE ROTAT-
TIONAL STRENGTH AND FOR EQUAL MAGNITUDES OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS. THE 
PREDICTION OF RELATIVE P O S I T I O N S OF THE COMPONENT BANDS I S IN AGREEMENT 
WITH EXPERIMENT. HOWEVER, THE PREDICTIONS OF S I G N S AND RELATIVE MAGNI­
TUDES OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS DO NOT AGREE WITH EXPERIMENT. 
FOR THE COMPOUNDS DISCUSSED ABOVE, I T I S P O S S I B L E THAT THE IONS 
ARE NOT DISTORTED S U F F I C I E N T L Y TO DECIDE ON THE SIGNS OF THE DISTORTIONS 
(ALONG THE A X I S ) FROM THE X-RAY R E S U L T S . HOWEVER, FROM THE NMR R E ­
SULTS (THE MAGNITUDES OF THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS) , THE E L E C ­
TRONIC DISTORTIONS ALONG THE AXES OF THE COMPLEX IONS VARY IN THE 
ORDER, A [ C O ( T N ) L + + + > A [ C O ( < F - P N ) 3 ] + + + > A [ C O ( E N ) THE NMR RESULTS 
ARE PROBABLY MORE R E L I A B L E MEASURES OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF THE AXIAL 
DISTORTIONS THAN THE X-RAY R E S U L T S . THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS 
ARE I N D I C A T I V E OF ACTUAL ELECTRONIC DISTORTIONS AND ARE ACCURATE TO ABOUT 
± 1 % . THE GEOMETRIC DISTORTIONS AS DETERMINED B Y X - R A Y S T U D I E S ARE OF 
THE SAME ORDER OF MAGNITUDE AS THE ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE 
ATOMIC P O S I T I O N S c FOR THOSE IONS FOR WHICH WE HAVE THE MOST R E L I A B L E 
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X-RAY DATA (A[CO(TN)3]+++ AND A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] + + + ) > THE INDICATIONS ARE CLEARLY 
THAT THE POLAR DISTORTIONS ARE OPPOSITE IN SIGN AND GREATER IN MAGNITUDE 
+ + + 
FOR A[CO(TN)3] . ON THE B A S I S OF THE S I M I L A R I T I E S IN THE ORD AND CD 
SPECTRA OF A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] + + + AND A [ C O ( < F - P N ) 3 ] + + + , I T MAY B E CONCLUDED THAT 
THE S I G N S OF THE AXIAL D I S T O R T I O N S ' ARE IDENTICAL AND ARE OPPOSITE TO THE 
SIGN OF THE AXIAL DISTORTION OF A[CO(TN) 3 ] + + + « NAMELY, THE I O N S , 
A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] + + + AND A [ C O ( D - P N ) 3 ] + + * ARE COMPRESSED ALONG THE C^ AXES AND 
A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] I S ELONGATED ALONG THE C^ A X I S . 
THE MAGNITUDE OF THE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G S (AS DETERMINED B Y THE 
GAUSSIAN RESOLUTIONS OF THE CD SPECTRA) v a r i e d IN THE s a m e o r d e r AS THE 
MAGNITUDES OF THE AXIAL D I S T O R T I O N S . THUS, THE CONCLUSIONS BASED ON THE 
NMR RESULTS ARE SUBSTANTIATED B Y THE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G S . THAT I S , THE 
GREATER THE AXIAL DISTORTION OF AN ION, THE GREATER THE VALUES OF THE 
COUPLING CONSTANT AND THE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G . 
K A R I P I D E S AND P I P E R ( 1 5 ) , ON THE B A S I S OF THEIR MOECULAR ORBITAL 
MODEL, GAVE THE SAME PREDICTIONS OF S I G N S OF TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G S AS THEY 
DID IN T H E I R IONIC MODEL. NAMELY, A COMPRESSION OF THE OCTAHEDRON 
ALOHG A C 3 A X I S RESULTS IN A NEGATIVE TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G . I T I S TENTA-
T I V E L Y SUGGESTED THAT FOR AZIMUTHAL EXPANSION OF A A - T Y P E ION (OR A Z I ­
MUTHAL CONTRACTION OF A A-TYPE I O N ) , THE COMPLEX ION WILL HAVE A P O S I ­
T I V E ROTATIONAL STRENGTH A^ COMPONENT. THEY NOTED THAT THEIR MODEL DID 
NOT ALLOW CALCULATION OF THE SIGN OF THE OPTICAL A C T I V I T Y WITH CERTAINTY. 
THE TENTATIVE SUGGESTION FOR SIGN PREDICTIONS WAS MADE ON THE B A S I S OF 
THE KNOWN (17) S IGNS OF ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS OF THE COMPONENT BANDS OF 
+ + + 
A [ C O ( E N ) G ] . OUR DATA ARE IN AGREEMENT WITH THE PREDICTIONS OF RELATIVE 
P O S I T I O N S OF THE COMPONENT BANDS AND THE SIGNS OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS. 
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HOWEVER, THEIR MODEL P R E D I C T S EQUAL MAGNITUDES OF ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS 
OF THE COMPONENT BANDS, WHICH I S AT VARIANCE WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL R E ­
S U L T S . HOWEVER, THE E COMPONENT MAY B E MADE MORE P O S I T I V E OR MORE NEGA­
T I V E B Y THE DIFFERENCES IN q AND q^ (THE q's WERE DEFINED IN CHAPTER 
I I ) 0 
OF E S P E C I A L IMPORTANCE IN THE FOREGOING D I S C U S S I O N I S THAT AN 
AZIMUTHAL EXPANSION IN A A - T Y P E ION I S EQUIVALENT TO AN AZIMUTHAL CON­
TRACTION IN A A - T Y P E ION, BECAUSE THEIR CALCULATED S I G N S OF THE OPTICAL 
A C T I V I T Y DEPEND ONLY ON THE P O S I T I O N OF THE S I X LIGAND ATOMS OF THE F I R S T 
COORDINATION S P H E R E . 
L I E H R ' S ( 1 6 ) M I S D I R E C T E D ORBITALS MODEL P R E D I C T S THAT THE SIGNS 
OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS SHOULD B E DETERMINED ONLY B Y THE CHIRALITY 
OF THE COMPLEX. T H I S PREDICTION DOES NOT AGREE WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL 
+++ +++ 
RESULTS OF T H I S WORK. THE I O N S , A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] AND A[CO(D-PNT) , 3 ] , E X ­
H I B I T COTTON E F F E C T S FOR THE COMPONENT CD BANDS OF THE SAME SIGNS AS THE 
COTTON E F F E C T S FOR THE COMPONENT CD BANDS OF A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] . HE ALSO 
SUGGESTED THAT THE MAGNITUDE OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH SHOULD B E P R O ­
PORTIONAL TO THE VALUE OF H I S ANGLE OF CANT. I F T H I S S U P P O S I T I O N WERE 
CORRECT, A D E F I N I T E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS AND 
THE VALUES OF THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS SHOULD E X I S T . NAMELY, 
THE GREATER THE VALUE OF THE COUPLING CONSTANT, THE GREATER SHOULD B E THE 
VALUE OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH. CLEARLY, T H I S I S NOT THE CASE S I N C E 
+++ 
THE I O N , A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] , WITH THE GREATEST VALUE OF THE COUPLING CONSTANT 
HAS THE LOWEST ROTATIONAL STRENGTH. 
LIEHR FURTHER SUGGESTED THAT REASONABLE VALUES OF THE ANGLE OF CANT 
WOULD B E -15° TO GENERATE S I G N I F I C A N T ROTATION. T H I S LARGE AN ANGLE 
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WOULD PRESUMABLY LEAD TO MUCH LARGER QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS THAN 
WERE OBSERVED. T H I S WOULD ALSO DESTROY THE OBSERVED CORRELATION BETWEEN 
THE COUPLING CONSTANT (WHICH MEASURES THE ELECTRONIC D I S T O R T I O N ) AND THE 
GEOMETRIC D I S T O R T I O N . 
THE MODEL PRESENTED B Y MCCAFFERY AND MASON ( 1 7 ) , IN WHICH RO­
TATORY POWER I S ACQUIRED B Y MIXING WITH LIGAND OR CHARGE-TRANSFER T R A N S I ­
T I O N S , SUGGESTS RELATING THE CHIRALITY OF THE ENANTIOMERS G I V I N G AN E^ 
.. + + + 
COMPONENT WITH A P O S I T I V E ROTATIONAL STRENGTH TO THAT OF A [ C O ( E N ) 3 J r 
_ +++ 
T H I S SUGGESTION I S NOT VALID IN THE CASE OF A [ C O ( T N ) 3 J WHICH HAS AN 
component WITH a P O S I T I V E ro tat ional STRENGTH. OTHER THAN T H I S D I S ­
CREPANCY, THOUGH, L I T T L E CAN B E S A I D IN A COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT E X ­
PERIMENTAL RESULTS AND T H E I R THEORETICAL MODEL. HOWEVER, E X T E N S I V E 
MIXING OF T H I S TYPE WOULD TEND TO DESTROY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
TRIGONAL S P L I T T I N G AND QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANT. 
OF PARTICULAR I N T E R E S T I S THE I N A B I L I T Y OF ANY OF THE THEORIES 
TO EXPLAIN THE " R I N G - S I Z E ^ E F F E E T " THAT I S OBSERVED IN THE SIX-MEMBERED 
CHELATE RING COMPLEX. T H I S EFFECT SEEMS TO B E MANIFEST IN A LARGE D E ­
CREASE I N ROTATIONAL STRENGTH OF THE SIX-MEMBERED CHELATE RING COMPLEX 
AS COMPARED TO THE FIVE-MEMBERED CHELATE RING COMPLEXES. WOLDBYE ( 5 3 ) 
D I S C U S S E D T H I S E F F E C T ON AN EMPIRICAL B A S I S , BUT APPARENTLY NONE OF 
THE THEORETICAL D I S C U S S I O N S ATTEMPTS TO EXPLAIN I T . 
FOR THE MODELS D I S C U S S E D H E R E , THE ASSUMPTIONS WERE THAT TRIGONAL 
S P L I T T I N G S ARE SMALL AND THAT THE CD CURVES ARE E S S E N T I A L L Y RESIDUAL WING 
ABSORPTIONS. THAT I S , THE A C T I V I T Y MAY B E THOUGHT OF AS THE R E L A T I V E L Y 
SMALL RESIDUAL A C T I V I T Y LEFT B Y THE P A R T I A L CANCELLATION OF TWO LARGE, 
OPPOSED ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS. INDICATIONS FROM T H I S WORK ARE THAT T H I S 
9 1 
I S NOT THE C A S E . THE S P L I T T I N G S APPEAR TO B E CONSIDERABLY GREATER THAN 
HAD BEEN CALCULATED ( 5 4 , 5 5 ) ON THE B A S I S OF S I N G L E CRYSTAL ABSORPTION 
S T U D I E S ( 5 6 ) , HOWEVER, THE ABSORPTION AND CD FREQUENCIES MAY NOT B E I -
DENTICAL, S I N C E THE CD SPECTRUM I S DUE TO AN ELECTRONIC MECHANISM 
WHEREAS THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM I S DUE TO A VIBRONIC MECHANISM. T H I S 
GREATER MAGNITUDE OF S P L I T T I N G I S ALSO I N AGREEMENT WITH THE CONCLU­
SIONS OF RUSSELL AND DOUGLAS ( 5 7 ) BASED ON CD AND MAGNETIC CIRCULAR D I ­
CHROISM (MCD) S T U D I E S . A L S O , THE PARALLEL BETWEEN THE NMR RESULTS AND 
THE GAUSSIAN RESOLUTIONS OF THE CD SPECTRA INDICATED THAT THE GREATER 
THE d i s tor t ion ALONG THE A X I S , THE GREATER THE tr igonal S P L I T T I N G . 
THUS, THE I N T E N S I T I E S OBSERVED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL CD CURVES ARE P R O B ­
ABLY MUCH CLOSER TO THE ACTUAL I N T E N S I T I E S THAN WAS ; PREVIOUSLY ASSUMED. 
BEDDOE AND MASON ( 5 8 ) AND GOLLOGLY AND HAWKINS (5J)) RECENTLY 
ASSIGNED THE HIGH ENERGY COMPONENT: OF THE CD CURVE OF A [ C O ( T N )
 3 ] + + + TO 
1 1 
THE AA2 T R A N S I T I O N . T H I S ASSIGNMENT WAS MADE ON THE B A S I S OF THE 
CRITERION OF MASON et at, ( 6 0 , 6 1 ) THAT THE I N T E N S I T Y OF THE Ag BAND I S 
INCREASED AT THE EXPENSE OF THE E BAND WHEN HIGHLY-CHARGED OXYANIONS 
ARE ADDED TO A SOLUTION OF THE COMPLEX I O N . THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL CD S P E C ­
TRUM OF> A [CO(TN)
 3 ] C 1 3 ° 4 H 2 0 REPORTBD HEREIN AND EILSEWHERE ( 6 2 ) DOES NOT 
AGREE WITH T H I S ASSIGNMENT. AS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED, LIGHT PROPAGATION 
WAS PARALLEL TO THE C^ A X I S OF THE COMPLEX ION (WITHIN EXPERIMENTAL 
1 1 
ERROR) AND THUS THE SPECTRUM SHOULD B E DUE TO THE A ^ E^ TRANSITION 
ONLY. T H I S SPECTRUM ( S E E FIGURE 1 0 ) INDICATES THAT THE HIGH ENERGY 
BAND I S THE E BAND AND NOT THE A9 BAND*, 
a • <u 
FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS PRESENTED IN T H I S T H E S I S , I T MAY 
B E CONCLUDED THAT THE PREDICTION B Y P I P E R ( 6 3 ) THAT THE SIGNS OF THE 
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COTTON E F F E C T S WILL REVERSE WITLI RESPECT TO THE ETHYLENEDIAMINE COMPLEX 
I F THE N-CO-N ANGLE WITHIN A CHELATE RING I S GREATER THAN 90° I S CORRECT. 
OR PERHAPS MORE ACCURATELY, I T MAY B E CONCLUDED THAT P I P E R AND K A R I P I D E S ' 
(12) PREDICTION OF A CHANGE IN S IGN OF THE COTTON E F F E C T S WITH A CHANGE 
IN SIGN OF THE AZIMUTHAL DISTORTION I S CORRECT. PERHAPS THE MOST I M ­
PORTANT CONCLUSION I S THAT K A R I P I D E S AND P I P E R ' S (15) PREDICTIONS ON THE 
B A S I S OF THEIR MOLECULAR ORBITAL MODEL ARE CORRECT. I T SHOULD B E NOTED 
THAT THESE CONCLUSIONS ARE BASED ON ONLY VERY FEW E X P E R I M E N T S , AND CLEARLY 
MORE EXPERIMENTS NEED TO B E PERFORMED ON COMPOUNDS I N WHICH THE CHELATE 
RING a n g l e I S g r e a t e r t h a n 90° .. ^ 
I T APPEARS THAT I T I S NOT S A F E TO ASSUME THAT MOLECULES WITH THE 
SAME SIGNS OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS OF THEIR COMPONENT BANDS HAVE 
THE SAME ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATION UNLESS THE FIRST: COORDINATION SPHERES OF 
THE COMPLEXES ARE VIRTUALLY I D E N T I C A L . THUS, I T APPEARS TO B E S A F E TO 
I N F E R THE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATION OF A [ C O ( C ? - P N ) F R O M THAT OF 
+ + + 
A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] . HOWEVER, AS WAS SHOWN H E R E , T H I S CORRELATION MAY NOT B E 
+++ 
EXTENDED TO A [ C O ( T N ) 3 ] 
THE EMPIRICAL RULE OF RELATING THE S I G N OF THE LONG WAVELENGTH CD 
BAND IN THE V I S I B L E REGION AND THE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATION WAS FOUND TO 
HOLD I N THE CASES PRESENTED H E R E . TO E S T A B L I S H THE V A L I D I T Y OF T H I S 
R U L E , MORE EXPERIMENTS MUST B E DONE TO DETERMINE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATIONS 
OF COMPLEX I O N S . 
THE ORD AND CD CURVES OF A[CO(D-PN)31+++ CLOSELY RESEMBLE THOSE 
+ + + 
OF A [ C O ( E N ) 3 ] „ I T HAS BEEN SUPPOSED (52) THAT THE COMPONENT BANDS OF 
+++ 
THE CD SPECTRUM OF A [ C O ( D - P N ) ^ ] COULD B E ASSIGNED IN THE SAME WAY AS 
+++ 
THOSE OF A [ C O ( E N ) „ ] . T H I S S U P P O S I T I O N WAS I N AGREEMENT WITH THE R E -
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S U I T S OF T H I S WORK. THE S I N G L E CRYSTAL CD SPECTRUM OF A [ C O ( ^ - P N ) L B R 3 
INDICATED A LONG WAVELENGTH, P O S I T I V E ROTATIONAL STRENGTH, E COMPONENT, 
4=4=+ ' 
THE SAME AS FOR THE A [ C O ( E N ) , . ] ION* AS WAS POINTED OUT B Y S A I T O ( 5 2 ) , 
T H I S WAS THE F I R S T PROVEN CASE OF THE USEFULNESS AND R E L I A B I L I T Y OF THE 
CONVENTIONAL METHOD OF CORRELATING THE ABSOLUTE CONFIGURATIONS WITH THE 
ORD CURVES. 
TO SUMMARIZE, THE RESULTS OF T H I S WORK SUGGEST THE FOLLOWING TENTA­
T I V E GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT THE tris-BIDENTATE C O B A L T ( I I I ) COMPLEXES, 
1, THE SEPARATION OF THE A0 AND E COMPONENTS I N THE CD SPECTRUM 
I S GREATER THAN WOULD B E INDICATED B Y THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM AND I S D I ­
RECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE POLAR DISTORTION OF THE COMPLEX ALONG THE C^ 
A X I S , WITH A COMPRESSION GIVING A NEGATIVE VALUE TO THE TRIGONAL S P L I T ­
TING ( v ^ - v ^ O ) AND AN ELONGATION GIVING A P O S I T I V E S P L I T T I N G . THE E L E C ­
TRONIC DISTORTION AT THE C O ( I I I ) ION AND THE GEOMETRICAL DISTORTION OF 
THE LIGAND ATOMS ARE DIRECTLY RELATED AND SO THE " O R B I T A L MISMATCH" IN 
THE SENSE USED B Y LIEHR SEEMS TQ B E SMALL. T H I S SUGGESTION I S BASED ON 
A COMPARISON OF THE MAGNITUDES OF THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS OF 
5 9 C O IN THE IONS STUDIED HERE AND THOSE OF 5 1 V IN SOME TETRAHEDRAL 
VANADIUM COMPOUNDS ( 6 4 ) „ ALTHOUGH T H I S COMPARISON MAY NOT B E D I R E C T , THE 
COUPLING CONSTANTS OF 5 9 C O OBTAINED HERE ARE OF THE SAME ORDER OF MAGNI­
TUDE AS THOSE OF THE VANADIUM COMPOUNDS. THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CON­
STANTS FOR THE VANADIUM COMPOUNDS ARE APPARENTLY DUE TO SMALL DEVIATIONS 
FROM TETR&HEDRAL SYMMETRY. THUS, THE MAGNITUDES OF THE COUPLING CON­
STANTS FOR 5 9 C O ARE OF THE ORDER EXPECTED FOR THE R E L A T I V E L Y SMALL D I S ­
TORTIONS . 
2 , THE SIGNS OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
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A0 AND E COMPONENTS ARE OF OPPOSITE S IGN AND THE SIGNS ARE DETERMINED 
B Y THE SIGN OF THE AZIMUTHAL DISTORTION AND NOT B Y THE CHIRALITY OF THE 
COMPLEX. A L S O , THE MAGNITUDES OF THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS ARE DIRECTLY 
RELATED TO THE MAGNITUDE OF THE AZIMUTHAL D I S T O R T I O N . NAMELY, AS THE 
AZIMUTHAL DISTORTION BECOMES GREATER, THE ROTATIONAL STRENGTH BECOMES 
GREATER, 
3 . THE MODEL OF K A R I P I D E S AND P I P E R ( 1 5 ) G I V E S CORRECT QUALITATIVE 
PREDICTIONS RELATING THE DISTORTIONS OF THE COMPLEX IONS AND THE FEATURES 
OF THE CD CURVES & T H I S A P P L I E S TO THE IONS REPORTED H E R E I N , BUT MORE 
S T U D I E S OF THE TYPE REPORTED HERE MUST B E MADE TO V E R I F Y THE P R E D I C ­
TIONS OF THE MODEL FOR OTHER COMPOUNDS. 
L I T T L E MAY B E S A I D AT T H I S TIME ABOUT THE I O N , ( + ) ^ G ^ [ C © 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] ^ + 
EXCEPT TO NOTE THAT THE ORD AND CD CURVES FOR THE ION ARE S I M I L A R TO 
3 + 
THOSE OF A [ C O ( E N ) G ] , A L S O , THE NMR RESULTS INDICATED TWO UNIQUE CO­
BALT S I T E S I N THE CRYSTAL, [ C © 2 ( T R I E N ) 3 ] ( N © 3 ) 6 * 6 H 2 0 . 
X-RAY WORK NEEDS TO B E DONE TO DETERMINE I F THE STRUCTURE OF THE DON 
AS PROPOSED B Y BUSCH ( 2 6 ) I S CORRECT. I F THE STRUCTURE I S THAT P R O ­
POSED B Y BUSCH, THEN A S I N G L E CRYSTAL CD STUDY OF THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE 
ION WOULD B E INDICATED. THE I D E N T I F I C A T I O N OF THE COMPONENT BANDS OF 
THE CD SPECTRUM AND THE DETERMINATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF T H I S ION COULD 
HELP DETERMINE THE CORRECT THEORETICAL MODEL PERTAINING TO OPTICAL 
A C T I V I T Y . 
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